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Chapter 1
Scattering Theory
1.1 How about scattering theory and past works
Quantum scattering theory is the subeld of quantum mechanics which deals with
the long-time asymptotics of the solutions of Schrodinger equations. One of the main
problems is to prove the existence of wave operators and their asymptotic completeness.
The author is interested in, especially the problem of asymptotic completeness, under the
eect of time-periodic electromagnetic elds.
1.1.1 Wave operators and their completeness for time-periodic systems
Firstly, we give the denition of wave operators and their completeness for time-periodic
Hamiltonians.
Suppose time-dependent electric and magnetic elds E(t) and B(t) exist in the space Rn,
and the elds are periodic about time t 2 R with period T > 0, that is, E(t+ T ) = E(t)
and B(t + T ) = B(t). Here we further suppose the charged particle moves in Rn under
the eect of the elds. Then, let the free Hamiltonian under consideration be as H0(t),
the wave function u0(t; x) of the charged particle satises the initial value problem (I.V.P)
of following Schrodinger equation:(
i@tu0(t; x) = H0(t)u0(t; x)
u0(0; x) = u0
; H0(t+ T ) = H0(t); u0 2 L2(Rn); (1.1.1)
where u0 is an initial state of the charged particle. Here we dene the propagator U0(t; s)
generated by H0(t) as the family of unitary operators satisfying the following equations:
i
@
@t
U0(t; s) = H0(t)U0(t; s); i
@
@s
U0(t; s)
 =  U0(t; s)H0(s)
U0(s; s) = Id; U0(t; )U0(; s) = U0(t; s) (1.1.2)
U0(t; s)D(N)  D(N);
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for some self-adjoint operatorN and its domain D(N), such that D(N) is dense in L2(R2),
and D(N)  D(H0(t)).
Using this propagator U0(t; s), we can write u0(t; x) = U0(t; 0)u0. When the particle under
consideration is very closed in the other particle (like a nucleus), we have to consider the
interaction energy between two particles. Set the other particle to the origin 0 2 Rn,
and suppose that this particle never moves there. Denoting x 2 Rn as the position
vector of the charged particle, then the interaction energy will be described by a time-
independent real-valued function like jxj ;  > 0. Based on these arguments, we dene
full Hamiltonian including the interaction energy as
H(t) = H0(t) + V;
where V is called a potential or a perturbation. Under an appropriate condition on
V , H(t) is self-adjoint. We consider the quantum system governed by H(t). The wave
function u(t; x) of the charged particle under consideration satises the I.V.P of following
Schrodinger equation:(
i@tu(t; x) = H(t)u(t; x)
u(0; x) = u1
; H(t+ T ) = H(t); u1 2 L2(Rn): (1.1.3)
Dene the unitary propagator U(t; s) generated by H(t) as the family of unitary opera-
tors which satises (1.1.2) with replacement of H0(t) by H(t). Then we have u(t; x) =
U(t; 0)u1.
Let w(t; x) be the solution of either (1.1.1) or (1.1.3). When w(t; x) satises
lim
t!1
kF (jxj  R)w(t; x)kL2(Rn) = 0
for any R > 0, we call the initial state of w(t; x) a scattering state. Here F stands for a
cut-o function, which is dened as
F (s  ) =
(
1 s  
0 s > 
; F (s  ) =
(
0 s < 
1 s   :
If u1 is a scattering state, then one can expect that there exist u

0 2 L2(Rn) such that
lim
t!1
ku(t; x)  u0 (t; x)kL2(Rn) = lim
t!1
kU(t; 0)u1   U0(t; 0)u0 kL2(Rn)
=0 (1.1.4)
holds by virtue of the condition jV (x)j ! 0 if jxj ! 1. This implies that
u1  U(t; 0)U0(t; 0)u0 ; t! 1
holds. Now we can dene wave operators as follows:
W = s  lim
t!1
U(t; 0)U0(t; 0): (1.1.5)
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The existence of wave operators shows that there exist u1 2 L2(Rn) such that (1.1.4)
holds. This means that the existence of wave operators and the existence of scattering
state are mutually equivalent. When the wave operators satisfy
RanW = S;
we call the wave operators are asymptotically complete, where S  L2(Rn) is the contin-
uous spectral subspace of the Floquet operator U(T; 0).
1.1.2 Past works
Let u0(t; x), x(t) and p(t) be the solutions of (1.1.1) and
x(t) = (xu0(t; x); u0(t; x))L2(Rn) ; p(t) = (pu0(t; x); u0(t; x))L2(Rn) ; (1.1.6)
respectively, where we denote the inner product of L2(Rn) as (; )L2(Rn). x(t) and p(t)
are the expectation values of x and p described by the wave function u0(t; x).
1.1.3 The case of the absence of external elds
We consider the case where E(t)  0 and B(t)  0. Then the free Hamiltonian H0(t) is
described as
H0(t)  Hf;0 =  =(2m) = p2=(2m);
where m > 0 is the mass of the particle,
 =
nX
j=1
@2j
and p =  i(@1; :::; @n). p is called the momentum of the particle. In this case, x(t) and
p(t) satisfy the following so-called Hamilton's canonical equation:
x0(t) = p(t)=m; p0(t) = 0; x(0) = x0; p(0) = p0; x0 = (xu0; u0); p0 = (pu0; u0):
The solutions x(t) and p(t) are given by
p(t) = p0; x(t) = tp0=m+ x0 (linear uniform motion); (1.1.7)
and one can see that the particle will move away from the origin of the order t1 if and
only if p0 6= 0. Let H(t)  Hf = Hf;0+V , and V satisfy V (Hf;0+ i) 1 2 B(L2(Rn)) and
its relative bound with respect to Hf;0 is less than 1, where B(L2(Rn)) stands for the
set of bounded operators from L2(Rn) to L2(Rn). Then, by virtue of the Kato-Rellich
theorem (see e.g. [Is]), Hf is self-adjoint. The wave operators (1.1.5) can be rewritten as
follows:
W = s  lim
t!1
eitHf e itHf;0 : (1.1.8)
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From the equation (1.1.7), one can expect that the following so-called propagation esti-
mate holds:
For  2 S (Rn) such that b 2 C10 (Rn) and supp(b)  Rnnf0g, there exists an "1 > 0
such that
lim
t!1
F (jxj=t  "1)e itHf;0L2(Rn) = 0
holds. Here b stands for the Fourier transform of . This estimate implies that a short-
range potential V , which guarantees the existence of the wave operatorsW should satify
jV (x)j  C hxi  (1.1.9)
for some  > 1, where hxi = (1 + jxj2)1=2. The condition  > 1 is called the short-range
condition; while, we call V a long-range potential if
jV (x)j  C hxi  (1.1.10)
holds for some 0 <   1. It is well known that the wave operators (1.1.8) do not
exist under the assumption (1.1.10) generally. In the long-range case, we introduce some
appropriate modied wave operators instead of the wave operators W. In general, the
proof of the asymptotic completeness in the long-range case is more dicult than that in
the short-range case.
What we have mentioned above is a formulation of the so-called one-body problem, which
is concerned with the case where a particle interacts with a xed particle.
From the view of physics, the so-called many-body problem is more important. The
problem of the asymptotic completeness for many-body systems is one of the most dicult
problems of mathematical physics.
The existence of (modied-)wave operators and their asymptotic completeness have been
researched from the second half of the 20th century to the present, and there are many
results in these researches (see e.g. Reed-Simon [RS], Isozaki [Is] and Derezinski-Gerard
[DG]).
1.1.4 DC-Stark eect
We consider the case of the presence of a time-periodic electric eld only, that is,
E(t) = E(t) = (E1(t); :::; En(t)) with E(t + T ) = E(t) and B(t)  0, and we further
consider the case where E(t) has the non-zero mean Em in time, that is,
Em =
1
T
Z T
0
E(s)ds 6= 0: (1.1.11)
Then the free Hamiltonian for this system is given by
H0(t)  HDC0 (t) = p2=(2m)  qE(t)  x;
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where q 2 Rnf0g is the charge of the particle. In this case, x(t) and p(t) in (1.1.6) satisfy
Hamilton's canonical equation
x0(t) = p(t)=m; p0(t) = qE(t); x(0) = x0; p(0) = p0 (1.1.12)
and the solutions are given by
p(t) = q
Z t
0
E(s)ds+ p0; x(t) = (q=m)
Z t
0
Z s
0
E()dds+ tp0=m+ x0: (1.1.13)
q=m is called the specic charge. Paying attention toZ T
0
(E(s)  Em)ds = 0;
one can see
p(t) = qEmt+ p0 + pper(t); pper(t) = q
Z t
0
(E(s)  Em)ds (1.1.14)
(uniformly accelerated motion)
and pper(t+ T ) = pper(t). By virtue of (1.1.14), one can expect the following propagation
estimate holds:
For 0 < " < j(q=m)Emj=2 and  2 S (Rn),
lim
t!1
F (jxj  "t2)UDC0 (t; 0)L2(Rn) = 0
holds, where UDC0 (t; s) is the propagator generated by H
DC
0 (t).
Thus, for this system, a short-range potential V should satisfy
jV (x)j  C hxi S (1.1.15)
for some S > 1=2. The condition S > 1=2 is called the short-range condition in this
case; while a long-range potential V satises
jV (x)j  C hxi  (1.1.16)
for some 0 <   1=2, in general.
Let UDC(t; 0) be the propagator generated byH(t) = HDC0 (t)+V , then the wave operators
W of (1.1.5) are written as
W = s  lim
t!1
UDC(t; 0)UDC0 (t; 0):
Scattering theory for one-body systems in the case where E(t)  E 6= 0 (constant electric
eld) was studied by Avron-Herbst [AH] rstly (see. e.g. [CFKS]), and these results were
extended to the many-body cases by Adachi-Tamura [AT1], [AT2] and Herbst-Mller
Skibsted [HMS1] and [HMS2]. After that, Mller [M] studied the scattering theory
for general time-periodic electric elds with the condition (1.1.11), and obtained the
asymptotic completeness for short-range interactions. This result was extended by Adachi
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[A2], [A3] to many-body systems with short-range and long-range interactions. Actually,
by virtue of (1.1.14), one can expect that the asymptotic completeness for one-body
short-range case is stated as
RanW = L2(Rn):
On the other hand, in the case where E(t)  0, it is well known that Hf may have
eigenvalues, that is, pp(Hf ) 6= ; in general. Then the asymptotic completeness is stated
as
RanW = L2ac(Hf );
where L2ac(Hf ) is the absolutely continuous spectral subspace of Hf . What we emphasize
here is that one can expect that the Floquet operator U(T; 0) has no eigenvalue by virtue
of the inuence of electric elds.
1.1.5 AC-Stark eect
We consider the case where E(t) = EAC(t) has the zero mean in time, that is,
Em =
1
T
Z T
0
EAC(s)ds = 0;
where EAC(t + T ) = EAC(t), EAC(t) = (EAC1 (t); :::; E
AC
n (t)). Then the free Hamiltonian
for this system is given by
H0(t)  HAC0 (t) = p2=(2m)  qEAC(t)  x:
x(t) and p(t) in this case also satisfy Hamilton's canonical equation (1.1.12), and the
solutions are given by (1.1.13). Introducing
pmper =
1
T
Z T
0
pper(t)dt;
x(t) can be written as
x(t) = t(p0 + p
m
per)=m+ x0 + xper(t); xper(t) =
Z t
0
 
pper(s)  pmper

=mds;
with xper(t+ T ) = xper(t). Putting H
AC(t) = HAC0 (t) + V and
J (t) = e ia
AC(t)eib
AC(t)xe ic
AC(t)p;
where aAC(t), bAC(t) and cAC(t) are given by
aAC(t) =
1
2m
Z t
0
bAC(s)2ds; bAC(t) =
Z t
0
qE(s)ds  bAC0 ; cAC(t) =
1
m
Z t
0
bAC(s)ds;
bAC0 =
1
T
Z T
0
Z s
0
qE()dds:
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Here we emphasize that bAC(t + T ) = bAC(t) and cAC(t + T ) = cAC(t). Then the prop-
agators UAC0 (t; 0) and U
AC(t; 0) generated by HAC0 (t) and H
AC(t) satisfy the following
so-called Avron-Herbst formula:
UAC0 (t; s) =J (t)e
 i(t s)p2=(2m)J (s); UAC(t; s) =J (t)US(t; s)J (s):
Here US(t; s) is the propagator generated by the Schrodinger operator with the time-
periodic potential V (x+ cAC(t)):
HS(t) = p2=(2m) + V (x+ cAC(t)):
Noting these, the wave operators W in (1.1.5) can be written as
W =J (0)W;SJ (0); W;S = s  lim
t!1
(US(t; 0))e itp
2=(2m):
Thus one has only to show the asymptotic completeness of W;S instead of the one
of W. The asymptotic completeness for one-body systems is considered by Yajima
[Ya1] and Howland [Ho], and they proved this under the short-range conditions (1.1.9).
However, as for the asymptotic completeness for many-body systems, there are a few works
(see Korotyaev [Ko1] and Nakamura [Na]). Mller and Skibsted [MSk] established the
spectral theory for many-body system, but the problem of the asymptotic completeness
for many-body system is still open.
1.1.6 Constant magnetic eld in two dimension space
We consider a quantum system for a charged particle moves in R2 under the presence
of a constant magnetic eld B = (0; 0; B), that is, E(t)  0 and B(t)  B, where B > 0
is a strength of magnetic eld．Then the free Hamiltonian HB0 for this system is given by
HB0 =
1
2m

p1 +
qB
2
x2
2
+
1
2m

p2   qB
2
x1
2
;
in the symmetric gauge. This Hamiltonian HB0 is called the Landau Hamiltonian. Let
D = (D1; D2) denote the momentum of the charged particle in B:
D1 = p1 + qBx2=2; D2 = p2   qBx1=2:
We introduce D(t) = (Du0(t; x); u0(t; x))L2(Rn) as well as x(t). Then, for j 2 f1; 2g, x(t)
and D(t) satisfy(
x01(t) = D1(t)=m
x02(t) = D2(t)=m
;
(
D01(t) = !D2(t)
D02(t) =  !D1(t)
; x(0) = x0; D(0) = D0 (1.1.17)
where ! = qB=m is called the Larmor frequency. Since
D1(t) = cos (!t)D0;1 + sin (!t)D0;2
D2(t) =   sin (!t)D0;1 + cos (!t)D0;2;
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we have
x1(t) =
sin (!t)
m!
D0;1 +
1  cos (!t)
m!
D0;2 + x0;1
x2(t) =
cos (!t)  1
m!
D0;1 +
sin (!t)
m!
D0;2 + x0;2:
In particular,
x1(t)  1
m!
D0;2   x0;1
2
+

x2(t) +
1
m!
D0;1   x0;2
2
=

D0;1
m!
2
+

D0;2
m!
2
holds. Putting
xc = (xc;1; xc;2); xc;1 =
1
m!
D0;2 + x0;1; xc;2 =   1
m!
D0;1 + x0;2;
this can be written as
jx(t)  xcj2 = 1
(m!)2
D20:
xc is the expectation value of the position of the guiding center. Introducing the pseudo-
momentum
k = (k1; k2);
(
k1 = p1   qBx2=2
k2 = p2 + qBx1=2;
we see that xc is equal to the expectation value of (k2=(m!); k1=(m!)). Here we used
m! = qB. Thus we have jx(t)j = O(1), that is, the charged particle is always bound by
the eect of B. What we emphasize here is that
(HB0 ) = pp(H
B
0 ) =

j!j

n+
1
2
  n 2 N [ f0g :
Each eigenvalue of HB0 is called a Landau level.
If the wave function u0(t; x) satises
lim
R!1
sup
t2R
kF (jxj  R)u0(t; x)kL2(R2) = 0;
then we call the initial value u0 of u0(t; x) a bound state. In this case,
lim
R!1
sup
t2R
F (jxj  R)e itHB0 u0
L2(R2)
= 0
holds for all u0 2 L2(R2).
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1.1.7 Constant magnetic eld in three dimension space
We consider the case where E(t)  0 and B(t)  B = (0; 0; B) and the charged particle
moves in R3. The free Hamiltonian for this system is given by
H0(t)  HB0 =
1
2m

p1 +
qB
2
x2
2
+
1
2m

p2   qB
2
x1
2
+
p23
2m
:
Then, it can be shown easily that the component x3(t) of x(t) satises
x3(t) = p0;3(0)t=m+ x3;0; p0;3(0) = (p3u0; u0):
Thus, it can be expected that the charged particle will move away from the origin in the
x3 axis direction. Paying attention to this, the asymptotic completeness for this system
(3D-magnetic system) has been considered. The scattering theory for many-body system
in a constant magnetic eld has been studied since mid-1990's (see e.g. Gerard- Laba [GL]
and Adachi [A1]), but there seems to be many open problems for these system.
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Chapter 2
Avron-Herbst type formula in
crossed constant magnetic and
time-dependent electric elds
2.1 Combining electric eld and magnetic eld
Our rst work is concerned with the scattering theory for the system of a charged particle
moving in the plane R2 in the presence of the constant magnetic eld B = (0; 0; B) which
is perpendicular to the plane, and the time-dependent electric eld E(t) = (E1(t); E2(t))
which always lies in the plane. The result was already published in Letters in Mathematical
Physics [AK1]. x(t) and D(t) of this system satisfy the following Hamilton's canonical
equations: (
x01(t) = D1(t)=m
x02(t) = D2(t)=m
;
(
D01(t) = !D2(t) + qE1(t)
D02(t) =  !D1(t) + qE2(t)
: (2.1.1)
Here putting 
I1(t)
I2(t)

=

cos (!t)   sin (!t)
sin (!t) cos (!t)

D1(t)
D2(t)

;
I(t) = (I1(t); I2(t)) satises
d
dt

I1(t)
I2(t)

=

cos (!t)   sin (!t)
sin (!t) cos (!t)

qE1(t)
qE2(t)

:
Thus I(t) is given by
I1(t)
I2(t)

=

D0;1
D0;2

+
Z t
0

cos (!s)   sin (!s)
sin (!s) cos (!s)

qE1(s)
qE2(s)

ds:
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From this, we have
D1(t)
D2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

I1(t)
I2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

D0;1
D0;2

+Z t
0

cos (!(t  s)) sin (!(t  s))
  sin (!(t  s)) cos (!(t  s))

qE1(s)
qE2(s)

ds:
When E(t)  E = (E1; E2) (constant electric eld), D(t) is given by
D1(t)
D2(t)

=

qE2=!
 qE1=!

+

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

D0;1   qE2=!
D0;2 + qE1=!

:
Introducing the EB drift velocity  = (1; 2) = (E2=B; E1=B), we have
D(t) = m +Drot(t);
where Drot(t) = (Drot;1(t); Drot;2(t)) is dened by
Drot;1(t)
Drot;2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

D0;1  m1
D0;2  m2

;
and
x(t) = t+
Z t
0
(Drot(s))=mds+ x0 = t+ xc + E=(!B) + xrot(t);
where xrot(t) = (xrot;1(t); xrot;2(t)) is dened by
xrot;1(t)
xrot;2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

x0;1   xc;1   E1=(!B)
x0;2   xc;2   E2=(!B)

:
It follows from this that the particle moves away from the origin in the   direction, this
phenomenon is closely related to the Hall eect; while, when E(t) = E0(cos!t;  sin(!t)),
D(t) and x(t) are given by
D1(t)
D2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

D0;1
D0;2

+ qE0t

cos (!t)
  sin (!t)

;
x1(t)
x2(t)

=
qE0t
m!

sin (!t)
cos (!t)

+

D0;2=(m!)  qE0=(m!2) + x0;1
 D0;1=(m!) + x0;2

+

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)
  D0;2=(m!) + qE0=(m!2)
D0;1=(m!)

:
Introducing the instantaneous drift velocity
(t) = (E2(t)=B; E1(t)=B) =  (E0=B)(sin (!t); cos (!t));
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x(t) can be rewriten as
x(t) =  t(t) + xc   E(0)=(!B) + xrot(t);
where xrot(t) = (xrot;1(t); xrot;2(t)) is dened by
xrot;1(t)
xrot;2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

x0;1   xc;1 + E0=(!B)
x0;2   xc;2

:
Here we used m! = qB. Introducing y(t) = (y1(t); y2(t)) by
y1(t)
y2(t)

=

cos (!t)   sin (!t)
sin (!t) cos (!t)

x1(t)
x2(t)

;
we see that
y(t) =  t(0) + x0   xc + E(0)=(!B) + yrot(t);
holds, where yrot(t) = (yrot;1(t); yrot;2(t)) is dened by
yrot;1(t)
yrot;2(t)

=

cos (!t)   sin (!t)
sin (!t) cos (!t)

xc;1   E0=(!B)
xc;2

:
In this model, one can expect that the charged particle moves away from the origin along
on Archimedean spiral. This phenomenon is closely related to the cyclotron resonance.
So we would like to construct the scattering theory for this system.
2.1.1 Introduction
The free Hamiltonian under consideration is dened by
H0(t) = H
B
0   qE(t)  x; HB0 =
1
2m
(p  qA(x))2; (2.1.2)
where m > 0, q 2 Rnf0g, x 2 (x1; x2) and p = (p1; p2) = ( i@1; i@2) are the mass, the
charge, the position, and the usual momentum of the charged particle, respectively, and
A(x) = B( x2=2; x1=2) is the vector potential in the symmetric gauge. We see that H0(t)
is essentially self-adjoint on C10 (R
2) for any t 2 R, by virtue of Nelson's commutator
theorem (see e.g. Reed-Simon [RS] and Gerard- Laba [GL]). Its closure is also denoted by
H0(t). Now we introduce the kinetic-momentum and pseudomomentum
D = p  qA(x); k = p+ qA(x)
of the charged particle. Here we have the following commutate relations:
i[D1; D2] =  qB; i[k1; k2] = qB; i[Dj; kl] = 0; fj; lg 2 f1; 2g: (2.1.3)
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What we emphasize here is that k does commute with D. Then H0(t) can be written as
H0(t) = D
2=(2m)  q( qB2=2) 1E(t)  A(k  D)
= D2=(2m)  (t) D + (t)  k (2.1.4)
= (D  m(t))2=(2m) + (t)  k  m(t)2=2
where
(t) = (1(t); 2(t)) = (E2(t)=B; E1(t)=B) =  2A(E(t))=B2
is the instantaneous drift velocity of the charged particle. Here we used
k  D = 2qA(x); A(A(x)) =  (B=2)2x; y  A(x) =  A(y)  x:
We note that
((t); 0) = E(t)B=B2
and that (t) is independent of the charge q 2 Rnf0g and mass m > 0. We see that
D(H0(t)) = D((D  m(t))2) \D((t)  k)
and that when (t) 6= 0, (H0(t)) is purely absolutely continuous and
(H0(t)) = R:
by virtue of (2.1.4)
2.1.2 Perivious works
The existence and factorization of the unitary propagator U0(t; s) generated by H0(t)
were considered by Skibsted [Sk2] and Chee [Ch]. When E(t)  (E1; E2) (constant electric
eld), Skibsted essentially obtained the following factorization of U0(t; s) generated by
H0(t):
U0(t; 0) = U1(t)e
 itHB0 U1(0); U1(t) = eitm
2=2e itpei(tqA()+m)x;
which is closely related to the classical Hall eect, where E = (E1; E2). Since H0(t) is
independent of t in this case, U0(t; s) can be represented as e
 i(t s)H0 by writing this time-
independent HamiltonianH0(t) asH0 = H0;L qEx. U1(t) is a version of the Galilei trans-
form which reects the eect of the magnetic eld B. We note that U1(0) = e
imx 6= Id
because of  6= 0.
After that, for a general time-dependent electric eld E(t), Chee [Ch] proposed the fol-
lowing factorization of U0(t; s):
U0(t; 0) =M(R(t))e
 itHB0 J(u(t));
M(R(t)) = ei
R t
0 R(s)qA( _R(s))dse iR(t)qA(x)e iR(t)p; (2.1.5)
J(u(t)) = ei
R t
0 u(s)qA( _u(s))dseiu(t)qA(x)e iu(t)p;
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where R(t) = (R1(t); R2(t)) and u(t) = (u1(t); u2(t)) are given by
R(t) =
Z t
0
(s)ds;

u1(t)
u2(t)

=
Z t
0

cos(!s)   sin(!s)
sin(!s) cos(!s)

1(s)
2(s)

ds:
with _R(t) = dR(t)=dt and _u(t) = du(t)=dt. Here we note that _R(t) = (t). What
we emphasize here is that M(R(t)) and J(u(t)) are given not by the usual translations
e iR(t)p and e iu(t)p, but by the magnetic translations T (R(t)) and S(u(t)) generated by
the pseudomomentum k and the kinetic momentum D, respectively, where
T (y) = e iyqA(x)e iyp = e iyk; S(y) = eiyqA(x)e iyp = e iyD
for y 2 R2 (see e.g. [AHS2] and [GL]). Here we note that [y  qA(x); y  p] = 0 for
any y 2 R2. Although in [Ch], M(R(t)) and J(u(t)) were written as the path-ordered
magnetic translations, we have given a simplied form (2.1.5) of his factorization for sake
of a better understanding of it.
For reference, we state one of the features which distinguish between the Galilei trans-
form U1(t) and the magnetic translation T (t), where  is the drift velocity:
U1(t)
xU1(t) = x+ t; U1(t)DU1(t) = D +m;
T (t)xT (t) = x+ t; T (t)DT (t) = D:
2.1.3 Avron-Herbst type formula for free propagator
On the other hand, in the absence of the magnetic eld B, it is well known that the
following factorization of U0(t; s), which is called the Avron-Herbst formula, holds (see
e.g. Cycon-Froese-Kirsch-Simon [CFKS]):
If U0(t; 0) satises
i
d
dt
U0(t; 0) =

1
2m
p2   qE(t)  x

U0(t; 0);
then U0(t; 0) has the following factorization:
U0(t; 0) = e
 iaS(t)eib
S(t)xe ic
S(t)pe itp
2=(2m); (2.1.6)
where
aS(t) =
Z t
0
(bS(s))2=(2m)ds; bS(t) =
Z t
0
qE(s)ds; cS(t) =
Z t
0
bS(s)=mds:
Inspired by these two formula (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), we will derive an Avron-Herbst type
formula for U0(t; s) in this chapter. In fact, the following result can be obtained:
Theorem 2.1.1. The propagator U0(t; 0) generated by H0(t) has the following Avron-
Herbst type formula:
U0(t; 0) = e
 ia(t)eib(t)xT (c(t))e itH
B
0 ; T (c(t)) = e ic(t)qA(x)e ic(t)p (2.1.7)
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holds, where b(t) = (b1(t); b2(t)) and c(t) = (c1(t); c2(t)) and a(t) are given by
b1(t)
b2(t)

=
Z t
0

cos(!(t  s)) sin(!(t  s))
  sin(!(t  s)) cos(!(t  s))

qE1(s)
qE2(s)

ds:
c(t) =
Z t
0
b(s)=mds; a(t) =
Z t
0

b(s)2
2m
+
b(s)  qA(c(s))
m

ds: (2.1.8)
Here we note that by taking B as 0 formally in (2.1.7) and (2.1.8), one can obtain the
Avron-Herbst formula (2.1.7) because ! = 0 and A(x)  0. Hence we have obtained a
natural extension of the Avron-Herbst formula to the case of the presence of the magnetic
eld B, by virtue of the magnetic translation T (c(t)).
2.1.4 Possibility of scattering
By virtue of (2.1.1) and (2.1.8), the behavior of x(t) is similar to that of c(t). In fact,
c(t) satises that (
_c1(t) = b1(t)=m
_c2(t) = b2(t)=m
;
(
_b1(t) = !b2(t) + qE1(t)
_b2(t) =  !b1(t) + qE2(t)
(2.1.9)
from simple calculation, where we denote _c(t) = dc(t)=dt and _b(t) = db(t)=dt. Thus, if
jc(t)j ! 1 holds as t!1, we may know the existence of scattering states. Put
E(t) = E0(cos(t+ ); sin(t+ ))
for E0 > 0,  2 R and  2 [0; 2), then the following two models of E(t) are suggested:
E(t)  Eh = E0(cos ; sin );
E(t)  Ec(t) = E0(cos( !t+ ); sin( !t+ )):
In fact
c(t)  t =  (E0=!B)(( cos)( !t); ( sin)( !t)); E(t)  Eh (2.1.10)
c(t) + t(t) = (E0=!B)(( cos)( !t); ( sin)( !t)); E(t) = Ec(t) (2.1.11)
holds, where
( cos)(s) = cos (s+ )  cos (); ( sin)(s) = sin (s+ )  sin ():
We will calculate c(t) concretely later. What we emphasize here is Eh and Ec(t) are
closely related to the classical Hall eect and cyclotron resonance, respectively, (see e.g.
[Ch]).
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2.1.5 Existence of wave operators
The existence of scattering states is equivalent to the existence of (modied) wave
operators, as mentioned in Chapter 1. In this chapter, we consider the case where E(t) 
Eh or E(t) = Ec(t) only, give a short-range condition on the potential V , which implies
the existence of usual wave operators, and propose a rather simple modier by which the
modied wave operators can be dened for some long-range potentials. Now we pose the
following assumption (V1) on V :
(V1) V is written as the sum of real-valued functions V sing, V s and V l, and that V sing, V s
and V l satisfy the following conditions: V sing is compactly supported, belongs to Lp(R2)
with 2  p < 1, and satises jrV singj 2 L2p=(p+1)(R2). V s belongs to C1(R2), and
satises
jV s(x)j  C0 hxi s;0 ; j(rV s)(x)j  C1 hxi s;1 (2.1.12)
for some s;0 > 1 and s;1 > 0, where C0 and C1 are non-negative constants. V
l belongs
to C1(R2), and satises
jV l(x)j  eC0 hxi l ; j(rV l)(x)j  eC1 hxi 1 l (2.1.13)
for some 0 < l  1, where eC0 and eC1 are non-negative constants.
Under this assumption (V1), we see that the propagator U(t; s) generated by
H(t) = H0(t) + V
exists uniquely, by virtue of the results of Yajima [Ya2] and Avron-Herbst type formula in
Theorem 2.1.1. This will be shown in the next section. We note that the self-adjointness
of H(t) for each t 2 R is guaranteed by this assumption. If the local singularity of V sing
is like jxj , and that of jrV singj is like jxj 1 , then  should satisfy 0 <  < 1=2.
Then we obtain the following result about the existence of (modied) wave operators:
Theorem 2.1.2. Suppose that (V1) is satised, and that E(t) is written as either Eh or
Ec(t). If V
l = 0, then the wave operators
W = s  lim
t!1
U(t; 0)U0(t; 0) (2.1.14)
exist. If V l 6= 0, then the modied wave operators
WG = s  limt!1U(t; 0)
U0(t; 0)e i
R t
0 V
l(c(s))ds (2.1.15)
exist.
2.1.6 Asymptotic completeness
Now we will consider the problem of the asymptotic completeness of wave operators
when E(t)  Eh, that is, E(t) is independent of t. We hope that the problem in the case
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where E(t) = Ec(t) will be also dealt with in future studies (see remark 2.1.4). Since
the Hamiltonians under consideration are independent of t, we write H0(t) = H0 and
H(t) = H respectively. Then U0(t; 0) = e
 itH0 and U(t; 0) = e itH hold. To consider the
asymptotic completeness, we need the following assumption (V2) on V , which is stronger
than (V1) in terms of the regularity of V :
(V2) V is written as the sum of real-valued functions V s and V l, and that V s and V l
satisfy the following conditions: V s belongs to C2(R2), and satises j@V s(x)j  C2
with jj = 2 in addition to (2.1.12), where C2 is a non-negative constant. V l belongs to
C2(R2), and satises j@V l(x)j  eC2 with jj = 2 in addition to (2.1.13), where eC2 is a
non-negative constant.
The result of the asymptotic completeness obtained in this chapter is as follows:
Theorem 2.1.3. Suppose that (V2) is satised, and that E(t) is written as Eh. Assume
further the short-range condition V l = 0. Then W are asymptotically complete, that is,
RanW = L2c(H); (2.1.16)
where L2c(H) is the continuous spectral subspace of the Hamiltonian H.
Remark 2.1.4. In considering the case where  =  !, the rotating frame is useful: For
x = (x1; x2) 2 R2, we dene bR(!t) 1x = (( bR(!t) 1x)1; ( bR(!t) 1x)2) by 
( bR(!t) 1x)1
( bR(!t) 1x)2
!
=

cos!t   sin!t
sin!t cos!t
 1
x1
x2

; (2.1.17)
and put L = x1p2   x2p1, which is called the angular momentum. Then e i!tL can be
represented as
(e i!tL)(x) = ( bR(!t) 1x)
(see e.g. Enss-Kostrykin-Schrader [EKS]). Let 	(t; x) be a solution of the Schrodinger
equation
i@t	(t) = H(t)	(t); H(t) = H0;L   qEc(t)  x+ V (x):
For such a 	(t; x), put
(t; x) = (e i!tL	(t))(x) = 	(t; bR(!t) 1x):
Then one can see that (t; x) satises the Schrodinger equation
i@t(t) = bH(t)(t); bH(t) = !L+ e i!tLH(t)ei!tL:
By a straightforward calculation, we havebH(t) = !L+H0;L   qEc(t)  ( bR(!t) 1x) + V ( bR(!t) 1x)
= (p+ qA(x))2=(2m)  qEh  x+ V ( bR(!t) 1x)
= (p+ qA(x))2=(2m)  qEh  x+ V ( bR(!t) 1x)
= bH0 + V ( bR(!t) 1x):
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Here we used
H0;L = p
2=(2m) +m!2x2=8  !L=2:
Hence we see that the problem under consideration can be reduced to the one in the case
where  = 0, the magnetic eld is given by  B, and the potential is given as the rotating
potential V ( bR(!t) 1x), which is periodic in time, although the above discussion is slightly
formal. In particular, in the case where the regular short-range potential V is radial, that
is, V depends on jxj only, the asymptotic completeness can be guaranteed by virtue of
Theorem 2.1.3, because V ( bR(!t) 1x)  V (x).
In the same way as above, the scattering problems for the Hamiltonian perturbed by
the rotating potential V ( bR(!t)x)eH(t) = H0;L   qEc(t)  x+ V ( bR(!t)x)
can be reduced to the ones for the time-independent HamiltonianbH = bH0 + V (x):
Then the asymptotic completeness can be guaranteed by virtue of Theorem 2.1.3, even if
the regular short-range potential V is not radial.
2.2 Avron-Herbst type formula
We rst give the dierential equations which a(t), b(t) and c(t) in (2.1.7) should satisfy
with the initial conditions a(0) = 0 and b(0) = c(0) = 0, by formal observation:
Suppose that
U0(t; 0) = e
 ia(t)eib(t)xT (c(t))e itH
B
0 ; T (c(t)) = e ic(t)qA(x)e ic(t)p
holds. By dierentiating this equation in t formally, one can obtain
i
d
dt
U0(t; 0) = e
 ia(t)eib(t)xT (c(t))(HB0 )e
 itHB0
+ e ia(t)eib(t)xe ic(t)qA(x)( _c(t)  p)e ic(t)pe itHB0
+ (_a(t)  _b(t)  x+ _c(t)  qA(x))U0(t; 0):
Here we note that HB0 = D
2=(2m) commute with T (c(t)) since the magnetic translation
T (c(t)) is generated by the pseudomomentum k which commutes with D as mentioned
before, and that
eib(t)xpe ib(t)x = p  b(t); e ic(t)qA(x)peic(t)qA(x) = p  qA(c(t))
since c(t)  qA(x) =  qA(c(t))  x. Thus one has
H0(t) =
1
2m
(p  b(t)  qA(x))2 + _c(t)  (p  b(t)  qA(c(t)))
+ _a(t)  _b(t)  x+ _c(t)  qA(x)
= HB0 + ( b(t)=m+ _c(t))  (p  qA(x))  (_b(t) + 2qA( _c(t)))  x
+ _a(t)  _c(t)  (b(t) + qA(c(t))) + b(t)2=(2m)
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since _c(t)  qA(x) =  qA( _c(t))  x. It follows from this that
  b(t)=m+ _c(t) = 0; _b(t) + 2qA( _c(t)) = qE(t);
_a(t)  _c(t)  (b(t) + qA(c(t))) + b(t)2=(2m) = 0:
Thus one obtain the dierential equations8><>:
_b(t) + 2qA(b(t))=m = qE(t)
_c(t) = b(t)=m
_a(t) = b(t)2=(2m) + b(t)  qA(c(t))=m
(2.2.1)
for a(t), b(t) and c(t). The rst equation of (2.2.1) is written as
d
dt

b1(t)
b2(t)

+

0  !
! 0

b1(t)
b2(t)

=

qE1(t)
qE2(t)

with ! = qB=m. Thus by putting eb1(t)eb2(t)
!
=

cos!t   sin!t
sin!t cos!t

b1(t)
b2(t)

;
we have
d
dt
 eb1(t)eb2(t)
!
=
  ! sin!t  ! cos!t
! cos!t  ! sin!t

b1(t)
b2(t)

+
cos!t   sin!t
sin!t cos!t

 

0  !
! 0

b1(t)
b2(t)

+

qE1(t)
qE2(t)

=

cos!t   sin!t
sin!t cos!t

qE1(t)
qE2(t)

:
Therefore the solution of (2.2.1) with the initial conditions a(0) = b(0) = c(0) = 0 are
given by (2.1.8).
2.2.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1.1
Now we prove Theorem 2.1.1: We rst note that e itH
B
0 D(HB0 )  D(HB0 ) holds as is
well known. Since k commutes with HB0 , the domain invariance property e
 itHB0 D(k2) 
D(k2) can be obtained. Thus the domain invariant property e itH
B
0 D(HB0 ) \ D(k2) 
D(HB0 ) \D(k2) is obtained. Here we note that D(HB0 ) \D(k2) = D(p2 + x2) from
1
2
(k2 +D2) = p2 +
q2B2
4
x2;
and that, e ia(t)D(p2+x2)  D(p2+x2), eib(t)xD(p2+x2)  D(p2+x2) and T (c(t))D(p2+
x2)  D(p2 + x2). Now we put
J (t) = e ia(t)eib(t)xT (c(t)) (2.2.2)
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and eU0(t; s) =J (t)e i(t s)HB0 J (s):
Then the domain invariant property eU0(t; s)D(p2 + x2)  D(p2 + x2) holds. Moreover, it
can be proved by the argument above that eU0(t; s) satises eU0(s; s) = Id and
i@t eU0(t; s) = H0(t)eU0(t; s); i@s eU0(t; s) =  eU0(t; s)H0(s)
for  2 D(p2 + x2). This implies that eU0(t; s) is a propagator generated by H0(t). On
the other hand, for a propagator U0(t; s) generated by H0(t) which satises the domain
inavariant property U0(t; s)D(p2+x2)  D(p2+x2), we put bU0(t; s) =J (t)U0(t; s)J (s).
Then we see that bU0(t; s) satises bU0(s; s) = Id and
i@t bU0(t; s) = HB0 bU0(t; s); i@s bU0(t; s) =  bU0(t; s)HB0 
for  2 D(p2 + x2). Since HB0 is self-adjoint and independent of t, we obtain bU0(t; s) =
e i(t s)H
B
0 . Therefore we have obtained the unique existence of the propagator U0(t; s)
generated by H0(t) and Avron-Herbst type formula (2.1.7).
2.2.2 Unique existence of unitary propagator U(t; s)
Now we consider the existence of the unitary propagator U(t; s) generated by H(t) =
H0(t)+V . It can be proved under the assumption (V1): We rst note that Theorems 2.1.1
and 6 of Yajima [Ya2] guarantee the unique existence of the propagator bU(t; s) generated
by the time-dependent Hamiltonian
HL(t) = H
B
0 + V (x+ c(t));
which satises the domain invariant property bU(t; s)D(HB0 )  D(HB0 ) and
i@t bU(t; s) = HL(t)bU(t; s); i@s bU(t; s) =  bU(t; s)HL(s)
for  2 D(HB0 ). Here c(t) is the same as in the Avron-Herbst type formula (2.1.7). In the
same way as the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, the domain invariant property bU(t; s)D(p2+x2) 
D(p2+x2) can be obtained. Putting U(t; s) =J (t)bU(t; s)J (s), we see that U(s; s) = Id
and
i
d
dt
U(t; s) =

i
d
dt
U0(t; 0)

eitH
B
0 bU(t; s)+ U0(t; 0)i d
dt
eitH
B
0 bU(t; s)
= H0(t)J (t)e
 itHB0 eitH
B
0 bU(t; s)
+J (t)e itH
B
0 eitH
B
0
  HB0 +HB0 + V (x+ c(t)) bU(t; s)
= H0(t)U(t; s)+J (t)V (x+ c(t))bU(t; s) = H(t)U(t; s);
i
d
ds
U(t; s) =  U(t; s)H(s)
for  2 D(p2 + x2). Here we use J (t)(x + c(t))J (t) = x. Therefore we obtain the
unique existence of the propagator U(t; s) generated by H(t) because its uniqueness is a
consequence of the uniqueness of bU(t; s).
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2.2.3 Calculation of c(t)
Now we put E(t) = E0(cos(t+ ); sin(t+ )). Straightforward calculation shows that
b1(t) =
Z t
0
qE0 cos (( + !)s  !t+ )ds; b2(t) =
Z t
0
qE0 sin (( + !)s  !t+ )ds:
So we have
b1(t) =
(
qE0 fsin (t+ )  sin ( !t+ )g =( + !);  + ! 6= 0
qE0t cos ( !t+ );  =  !
b2(t) =
(
 qE0 fcos (t+ )  cos ( !t+ )g =( + !);  + ! 6= 0
qE0t sin ( !t+ );  =  !
as for b(t). Hence we have
c1(t) =
8><>:
 (!E0=( + !)B) f( cos)(t)= + ( cos)( !t)=!g ; ( + !) 6= 0
(E0=B) ft sin    ( cos)( !t)=!g ;  = 0
(E0=B) f t sin( !t+ ) + ( cos)( !t)=!g ;  =  !
c2(t) =
8><>:
 (!E0=( + !)B) f( sin)(t)= + ( sin)( !t)=!g ; ( + !) 6= 0
(E0=B) f t cos    ( sin)( !t)=!g ;  = 0
(E0=B) ft cos( !t+ ) + ( sin)( !t)=!g ;  =  !
where
( sin)(t) = sin(t+ )  sin ; ( cos)(t) = cos(t+ )  cos :
Thus (2.1.10) and (2.1.11) hold from (t) = (E0=B)(cos (t+ ); sin (t+ )).
2.3 Existence of wave operators and their completeness
In this section, we sometimes use the following convention for smooth cut-o functions
F with 0  F  1 for suciently small  > 0: We dene
F(s  d) =
(
1 s  d  
0 s   ; F(s  d) =
(
1 s  d+ 
0 s  d
and F(d1  s  d2) = F(s  d1)F(s  d2).
2.3.1 Propagation estimate
Throughout this section, we suppose that (V1) is satised, and that E(t) = Eh or Ec(t).
Then it follows from (2.1.10) and (2.1.11) that jc(t)j  9E0jtj=(10B) for jtj  20=j!j,
because
j(E0=(!B))(( cos)( !t); ( sin)( !t))j  (2E0=(j!jB))
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and jj = E0=B.
We consider the case where t!1 only, because the case where t!  1 can be proved
quite similarly. The following propagation estimate for U0(t; 0) is useful for the proof of
Theorem 2.1.2.
Proposition 2.3.1. Let  2 D((p2 + x2)N) with N 2 N, " > 0 and  > 0. ThenF" jx  c(t)jt  "

U0(t; 0)

L2(R2)
= O(t 2N) (2.3.1)
holds as t!1.
Proof. Paying attention to J (t)(x  c(t))J (t) = x, we can see thatF" jx  c(t)jt  "

U0(t; 0)

L2(R2)
=
F" jxjt  "

e itH
B
0 

L2(R2)
:
By virtue of the condition
eitH
B
0 D2e itH
B
0 = D2; eitH
B
0 k2e itH
B
0 = k2;
we notice that
(D2 + k2)Ne itH
B
0  = e itH
B
0 (D2 + k2)N = e itH
B
0 (p2 + (qB=2)2x2)N
holds for  2 D((p2 + x2)N). So we have
("t)2N
F" jxjt  "

e itH
B
0 

L2(R2)

F" jxjt  "

x2Ne itH
B
0 

L2(R2)
 (qB) 2N
(k  D)2N(D2 + k2) N(D2 + k2)Ne itHB0 
L2(R2)
<1
by virtue of
(k  D)2 = (2qA(x))2 = (qB)2x2:
and (k  D)2N(D2 + k2) N is bounded. This equation implies the proposition.
2.3.2 Existence of (modied) wave operators
We now prove Theorem 2.1.2. We rst consider the case where V l = 0. By density
argument, one has only to prove the existence of W+ for  2 S (R2). Let f 2 C10 (R2)
be such that 0  f  1 with
f(x) =
(
1 jxj  1
0 jxj  2 ;
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and  be such that 0 <  < 1. Put g = 1  f . Then we see that
lim
t!1
U(t; 0)g

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0) = 0
by virtue of Proposition 2.3.1. Thus we have only to prove the existence of
lim
t!1
U(t; 0)f

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0): (2.3.2)
Here we put
G(t) = U(t; 0)f

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0):
By dierentiating G(t) in t, we have
d
dt
G(t) = U(t; 0)
 
DH0(t)(f((x  c(t))=t)) + iV f((x  c(t))=t)

U0(t; 0);
where
DH0(t)((t)) =
_(t) + i[H0(t);(t)]
is called the Heisenberg derivative of (t) associated with H0(t). Straightforward calcu-
lation shows
i

H0(t); f

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0)
=
1
2m

D
t
 (rf)

x  c(t)
t

+ (rf)

x  c(t)
t

 D
t

U0(t; 0)
=

1
m
(rf)

x  c(t)
t

 D
t
  i
2m
1
t2
(f)

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0):
and
_f

x  c(t)
t

=  

t 1(x  c(t)) + ( _c(t))t
t2

 (rf)

x  c(t)
t

We note that on the support of f(t (x   c(t))), jxj  jc(t)j   jx   c(t)j  jc(t)j   2t
holds, and that jc(t)j  9E0t=(10B) for t  20=j!j as mentioned before. Thus we see that
V f

x  c(t)
t

= O(t s;0)
as t!1 by the assumption on V and  < 1. From these calculations, we have
d
dt
G(t) = U(t; 0)
(
t (rf)

x  c(t)
t

 D   b(t)
m
  t 1 (rf)

x  c(t)
t

 (x  c(t))
  it
 2
2m
(f)

x  c(t)
t

  iV f

x  c(t)
t
)
U0(t; 0):
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By virtue of Proposition 2.3.1, we have
t 1 (rf)(t (x  c(t)))  (x  c(t))U0(t; 0) = O(t 1 2N)
t 2(f)(t (x  c(t)))U0(t; 0) = O(t 2(N+1))
for any N 2 N, because jxj  1 holds on the support of derivatives of f . In observing the
remainder term t (rf)(t (x  c(t)))  (D   b(t))U0(t; 0)=m, we note that
J (t)t (rf)

x  c(t)
t

 (D   b(t))U0(t; 0) = t (rf)(t x) De itHB0 ;
becauseD commutes with T (c(t)) as mentioned before. Now we putDj(t) = e
itHB0 Dje
 itHB0
with j 2 f1; 2g. Then D1(t) and D2(t) can be written as
D1(t)
D2(t)

=

cos!t sin!t
  sin!t cos!t

D1
D2

;
since the dierential equation
d
dt

D1(t)
D2(t)

=

0 !
 ! 0

D1(t)
D2(t)

(2.3.3)
is obtained the commutation relation i[D1; D2] =  qB. Taking account of that Dj 2
S (R2) with j 2 f1; 2g, we obtain
J (t)t (rf)

x  c(t)
t

 D   b(t)
m
U0(t; 0) = O(t (2N+1))
for any N 2 N. Now we take N so large that (2N + 1) > 1. Since
d
dt
G(t) = O(t s;0) +O(t (2N+1))
is obtained by combining these estimates, one can show the existence of (2.3.2) because
of s;0 > 1 and (2N + 1) > 1, by virtue of the Cook-Kuroda method. The proof for the
case where V l = 0 is completed.
We next consider the case where V l 6= 0. By density argument, one has only to prove the
existence of W+G  for  2 S (R2). Let  be such that 0 <  < l  1. In the same way
as in the case where V l = 0, we see that
lim
t!1
U(t; 0)g

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0)e
 i R t0 V l(c(s))ds = 0
by virtue of proposition 2.3.1. Here we note that the modier e i
R t
0 V
l(c(s))ds commute with
U0(t; 0). Thus we have only to prove the existence of
lim
t!1
U(t; 0)f

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0)e
 i R t0 V l(c(s))ds: (2.3.4)
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Here we put
GG(t) = U(t; 0)
f

x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0)e
 i R t0 V l(c(s))ds:
By dierentiating GG(t) in t, we have
d
dt
GG(t) = U(t; 0)


DH0(t)

f

x  c(t)
t

+ i
 
V (x)  V l(c(t)) f x  c(t)
t

 U0(t; 0)e i
R t
0 V
l(c(s))ds:
We put V1(t; x) = V
l(x)g(5Bx=(2E0t)). Then 
V l(x)  V l(c(t)) f x  c(t)
t

= (V1(t; x)  V1(t; c(t))) f

x  c(t)
t

holds for t  maxf20=j!j; (20B=E0)1=(1 )g, since g(5Bx=(2E0t)) = 1 for jxj  4E0t=(5B),
and jc(t)j  9E0t=(10B) for t  20=j!j as mentioned above. By rewriting V1(t; x)  
V1(t; c(t)) as
V1(t; x)  V1(t; c(t)) =
Z t
0
(rV1)(t; c(t) + (x  c(t)))  (x  c(t))d
and taking account of supy2R2 j(rV1)(t; y)j = O(t 1 l) by the denition of Vl and the
assumption on V l, we have 
V l(x)  V l(c(t)) f x  c(t)
t

U0(t; 0)e
 i R t0 V l(c(s))ds = O(t 1 l+):
Therefore, in the same way as in the case where V l = 0, we obtain
d
dt
GG(t) = O(t s;0) +O(t (2N+1)) +O(t (1+l ))
for any N 2 N. By taking N so large that (2N + 1) > 1, one can show the existence of
(2.3.4) by virtue of s;0 > 1, (2N + 1) > 1, 1 + l    > 1 and Cook-Kuroda method.
The proof of theorem 2.1.2 is completed.
2.3.3 Asymptotic completeness
Now we prove the asymptotic completeness for wave operators W. In this subsection,
we suppose that E(t)  Eh. Then we can write E(t), H0(t) and H(t) as
Eh = E = (E1; E2); H0 = H
B
0   qE  x; H = H0 + V;
respectively, because E(t), H0(t) and H(t) are independent of t in this case. Since H0 =
(D  m)2=(2m) +   k  m2=2 and V is H0-compact under the assumption (V1), we
see that
(H0) = ess(H0) = R; (H) = ess(H) = R
because of  6= 0, by virtue of Weyl theorem. The following result can be obtained by
virtue of the Mourre theory:
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Proposition 2.3.2. Suppose that (V1) is satised. Then the pure point spectrum pp(H)
of H is at most countable, and has no accumulation point. Each eigenvalue of H has at
most nite multiplicity.
Proof. We rst note that Dimassi-Petkov [DP1, DP2] already dealt with the case where
E = (E1; 0) 6= 0, and V satises that the anisotropic decaying conditions
jV (x1; x2)j  C hx1i 2  hx2i 1  ; j(@1V )(x1; x2)j  C hx1i 2  hx2i 1 
for some  > 0, and @21V 2 C1(R2), in the Landau gauge.
Put eA = qE  k. Then
i[H0; eA] = q2jEj2 > 0
can be obtained easily because k commutes withD, and i[kj; qEjxj] = qE
2
j with j 2 f1; 2g.
We will show that H 2 C1( eA) in the sense of Amrein-Boutet de Monvel-Georgescu [ABG].
We say that H 2 C1( eA) if for some  2 Cn(H), the map R 3 s 7! eis eA(  H) 1e is eA 2
B(L2(R2)) is C1 in the strong topology of B(L2(R2)). In order to show that H 2 C1( eA),
we will use Lemma 3.2.2 in Gerard- Laba [GL]: Taking account of D = p   qA(x) and
k = p + qA(x), we put N = p2 + (qB=2)2x2 = p2 + (qA(x))2 = (D2 + k2)=2. Here we
note that (   H) 1 maps D(N) into itself because e itHD(N)  D(N) as mentioned
before, D(N)  D( eA), k eAk  CkNk and j( eA;N)   (N; eA)j  CkN1=2k2 hold
for  2 D(N), since i[N; eA] = (qB)2  k by a straightforward calculation, and that
jrV singj1=2(HB0 + i) 1, is compact on L2(R2) by virtue of Kato's inequality je tHB0 j(x) 
e tp
2=(2m)jj(x) (see e.g. [CFKS] and [GL]) and 4p=(p + 1)  8=3 > 2 for p  2. Taking
account of the compactness of the support of jrV singj1=2, we see that jrV singj1=2(H0+i) 1,
is also compact on L2(R2) by using
(H0 + i)
 1 = (HB0 + i)
 1 + qE  x(HB0 + i) 1(H0 + i) 1
+ (HB0 + i)
 1(iqE D=m)(HB0 + i) 1(H0 + i) 1
on C10 (R
2). Thus it follows that j( eA;H)   (H; eA)j  C(kHk2 + kk2) holds for
 2 D(N), since
i[H; eA] = q2jEj2   qE  rV: (2.3.5)
Then, by virtue of Lemma 3.2.2 in [GL], we see that H 2 C1( eA). Taking account of
the local compactness property of H0 that F1(jxj  R + 1)(H0 + 1) 1 is compact on
L2(R2) for any R > 0, which follows from the local compactness property of HB0 that
F1(jxj  R + 1)(HB0 + 1) 1 is compact on L2(R2) for any R > 0, we see that for any
real-valued f 2 C10 (R)
f(H)i[H; eA]f(H) = q2jEj2f(H)2 +Kf (2.3.6)
with Kf =  f(H)qE  (rV )f(H) which is compact on L2(R2). Taking f(s) as F1(jsj 
n+1) with n 2 N, we see that pp(H)\ [ n; n] has no accumulation point, and that each
eigenvalue of H which belongs to [ n; n] has at most nite multiplicity, by virtue of the
Mourre estimate (2.3.6), as is well known. This implies the proposition.
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Remark 2.3.3. If V satises
sup
x2R2
qE  (rV )(x) < q2jEj2;
one can prove that
pp(H) = ;
by virtue of
i[H; eA]  q2jEj2   sup
x2R2
qE  (rV )(x) > 0
and the virial relation. as is well known. It has been conjectured in [DP2, DP3] that
pp(H) = ;. Although this conjecture has not been shown yet, one can obtain an inter-
mediate result that pp(H) is at most nite under an additional assumption that V
sing = 0,
which was already shown by [DP3] for some regular anisotropic potentials, by virtue of
the virial relation again and the fact proved by [FK2] that for any f; g 2 C0(R2)
lim
!1
kf(+ i  H0) 1gkB(L2(R2)) = 0 (2.3.7)
uniformly in  which belongs to some compact subset of R n f0g (see Herbst [H] as for
the case of the absence of the magnetic eld), where f and g stand for the multiplication
operators by f(x) and g(x), respectively. The proof of (2.3.7) relies on the form of the
integral kernel of e itH0 . In the symmetric gauge, by virtue of the Avron-Herbst type
formula (2.1.7), the integral kernel K0(t; x; y) of e
 itH0 is given by
K0(t; x; y) = e
 ia(t)eib(t)xe ic(t)qA(x)K0;L(t; x  c(t); y); (2.3.8)
where K0;L(x; y) is the integral kernel of e
 itH0;L in the symmetric gauge which is given
by
K0;L(t; x; y) =
m!
4i sin(!t=2)
e iyqA(x)eim! cot(!t=2)(x y)
2=4 (2.3.9)
(see Avron-Herbst-Simon [AHS1]). As for the integral kernel of e itH0 for the case where
E = (E1; 0) in the Landau gauge, see [FK2]. By virtue of (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we have
kfe itH0gkB(L2(R2))  CkfkLr1 (R2)kgkLr1 (R2)j sin(!t=2)j 2=r1 (2.3.10)
for f; g 2 Lr1(R2) with r1 > 2, which can be shown by the same way as in Kato [Ka]. In
fact, for u 2 L2(R2), (e itH0gu)(x) can be written as
(e itH0gu)(x) =M0(t; x)K1;L(t; x  c(t))
Z
R2
e iyK2(t;x c(t))w(t; y) dy;
M0(t; x) = e
 ia(t)eib(t)xe ic(t)qA(x); M1(t; x) = eim! cot(!t=2)x
2=4
K1;L(t; x) =
m!
4i sin(!t=2)
M1(t; x); K2(t; x) = qA(x) +
m! cot(!t=2)
2
x;
w(t; y) =M1(t; y)g(y)u(y);
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by a straightforward calculation. Then we have
ke itH0gukLr0 (R2)  Cj sin(!t=2)j 1kbw(t;K2(t; x  c(t)))kLr0 (R2);
where r is given by 1=r = 1=2 + 1=r1, r
0 is given by 1=r0 = 1  1=r = 1  (1=2 + 1=r1) =
1=2   1=r1, and bw(t; ) stands for the Fourier transform of w(t; y) in y. By using the
change of variables
z1
z2

= J(t)

x1   c1(t)
x2   c2(t)

; J(t) =

m! cot(!t=2)=2  qB=2
qB=2 m! cot(!t=2)=2

;
one can obtain
k bw(t;K2(t; x  c(t)))kLr0 (R2) = Cj sin(!t=2)j2=r0kbw(t; z)kLr0 (R2);
since det J(t) = (qB)2=(4 sin2(!t=2)). Here we used m! = qB. Thus we see that (2.3.10)
holds because of  1 + 2=r0 =  2=r1, by virtue of the Hausdor-Young inequality on
Fourier transform. By using (2.3.10) and taking account of sin   2= for  2 [0; =2],
one can show that for f; g 2 Lr1(R2) with r1 > 2, and jj  0 > 0,
sup
2R
kf(+ i  H0) 1gkB(L2(R2))  C0kfkLr1 (R2)kgkLr1 (R2)jj 1+2=r1 (2.3.11)
holds. Then, in the same way as in [H], by virtue of (2.3.7) and (2.3.11), it follows from an
argument of approximation that for f; g 2 Lr1(R2) with r1 > 2, (2.3.7) holds uniformly
in  which belongs to some compact subset of R n f0g. This fact can be used to obtain a
slight extension of the result of [FK2].
In obtaining some useful propagation estimates for e itH , we need the assumption (V 2).
Here we note that [H; eA] and [[H; eA]; eA] are bounded under the assumption (V 2):
Proposition 2.3.4. Suppose that (V 2) is satised. Let c0; c1 2 R be such that c0 <
c1 < q
2jEj2, and let  > 0. Then for any real-valued f 2 C10 (R n pp(H)), there exists
C > 0 such thatZ 1
1
kF(c0  eA=t  c1)f(H)e itH k2L2(R2)dtt  Ck k2L2(R2) (2.3.12)
for any  2 L2(R2). Moreover,Z 1
1
kF( eA=t  c1)f(H)e itH k2L2(R2)dtt <1 (2.3.13)
for any  2 D(h eAi1=2).
Proof. The proof is done in exactly the same way as in [SS]. We sketch the proof (see
also e.g. [GL]).
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Take c2 2 R as c1 < c2 < q2jEj2. We have only to prove the proposition for f(s) =
F(js   j  2) with  2 R n pp(H) and suciently small  > 0. In fact, for  2
R n pp(H), we can take  > 0 so small that
f(H)i[H; eA]f(H)  c2f(H)2 (2.3.14)
holds, by virtue of Proposition 2.3.2 and (2.3.6). Fix such .
Let G be dened by G(s) =   R1
s
g(u)2 du for real-valued function g supported in
( 1; q2jEj2), so that G0(s) = g(s)2. We rst consider the case where g(s) = F(c0 
s  c1) 2 C10 (R). We use 1(t) = G( eA=t) as a propagation observable. Then 1(t)
is uniformly bounded in t  1. Here we note that H 2 C2( eA) in the sense of Amrein-
Boutet de Monvel-Georgescu by the assumption (V 2). Then, by using the almost analytic
extension method due to Heler-Sjostrand [HeSj], f(H)i[H;1(t)]f(H) can be calculated
as
f(H)i[H;1(t)]f(H) = t
 1g( eA=t)f(H)i[H; eA]f(H)g( eA=t) +O(t 2):
Here we used the facts that for some real f1 2 C10 (R) such that f1(s)f(s) = f(s), one
has
f(H)i[H;1(t)]f(H) = f(H)i[f2(H);1(t)]f(H);
f(H)i[H; eA]f(H) = f(H)i[f2(H); eA]f(H);
where f2(s) = sf1(s), and that [f2(H); eA] and [[f2(H); eA]; eA] are bounded, although we
omited the details. Hence it follows from (2.3.14) that
f(H)i[H;1(t)]f(H)  c2t 1g( eA=t)f(H)2g( eA=t) +O(t 2)
= c2t
 1f(H)g( eA=t)2f(H) +O(t 2):
On the other hand, one can obtain
f(H) _1(t)f(H) =  t 1f(H)( eA=t)g( eA=t)2f(H)
  c1t 1f(H)g( eA=t)2f(H):
Thus we obtain
f(H)DH(1(t))f(H)  (c2   c1)t 1f(H)g( eA=t)2f(H) +O(t 2):
This yields (2.3.12) because of c2   c1 > 0.
In obtaining (2.3.13), we have only to take g as g(s) = F(s  c1). Then h eAi 1=21(t)h eAi 1=2 =
O(t 1) holds. Noting that by the assumption (V 2), h eAi1=2f(H)h eAi 1=2 is bounded and
h eAi1=2e itHh eAi 1=2 = O(t1=2), we see that
(t)1(t)(t) = O(1)
holds, where (t) = f(H)e itHh eAi 1=2. Since
(t)DH(1(t))(t)  (c2   c1)t 1(t)g( eA=t)2(t) +O(t 2)
can be obtained by the same way as above, we have (2.3.13).
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As a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3.4, we obtain the following:
Proposition 2.3.5. Suppose that (V 2) is satised. Let c1 2 R be such that c1 < q2jEj2,
and let  > 0. Then for any real-valued f 2 C10 (R n pp(H)),
s  lim
t!1
F( eA=t  c1)f(H)e itH = 0 (2.3.15)
holds.
Proof. Taking G(s) = F(s  c1) such that G0(s) = g(s)2 for some g 2 C10 (R) with
supp g  [c1   ; c1], and f1 2 C10 (R n pp(H)) such that f1(s)f(s) = f(s). Then one can
show the existence of
s  lim
t!1
eitHf1(H)F( eA=t  c1)f1(H)e itH
in virtue of (2.3.12) and a version of the Cook-Kuroda method due to Kato, by using
the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.4. Moreover, by virtue of (2.3.13),
we see that for any  2 D(h eAi1=2), there exists a sequence ftlgl2N such that tl ! 1 as
l!1 and
lim
l!1
F( eA=tl  c1)f1(H)e itlH = 0:
These imply that
s  lim
t!1
eitHf1(H)F( eA=t  c1)f1(H)e itH = 0;
as is well known. Since [f1(H); F( eA=t  c1)] = O(t 1), we have
s  lim
t!1
eitHF( eA=t  c1)f1(H)2e itH = 0;
which yields (2.3.15) because f1(H)
2f(H) = f(H).
Taking account of
qE  (k  D) = 2q2E  A(x) =  2q2A(E)  x = q2B2  x;
we have
fF(c0  eA=t  c1)  F(c0  q2B2  x=t  c1)gf(H) = O(t 1);
fF( eA=t  c1)  F(q2B2  x=t  c1)gf(H) = O(t 1); (2.3.16)
because qE D(H+i) 1 is bounded by virtue of D(H) = D(H0) = D((D m)2)\D(k)
and the closed graph theorem. The next proposition follows from (2.3.16), Propositions
2.3.4 and 2.3.5 immediately:
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Proposition 2.3.6. Suppose that (V 2) is satised. Let c0; c1 2 R be such that c0 <
c1 < q
2jEj2, and let  > 0. Then for any real-valued f 2 C10 (R n pp(H)), there exists
C > 0 such thatZ 1
1
kF(c0  q2B2  x=t  c1)f(H)e itH k2L2(R2)
dt
t
 Ck k2L2(R2) (2.3.17)
for any  2 L2(R2). Moreover,
s  lim
t!1
F(q
2B2  x=t  c1)f(H)e itH = 0 (2.3.18)
holds.
Remark 2.3.7. The proof of Proposition 2.3.4 is based on a time-dependent version of
the so-called positive commutator method, which was initiated by Sigal and Soer. By
this method, under the assumption (V 2),
kF( eA=t  c1)f(H)e itHh eAi 1=2kB(L2(R2)) = O(t 1=2+)
with 0 <  < 1=2 can be also proved (see e.g. Skibsted [Sk1]). It follows from this
estimate and (2.3.16) that
kF(q2B2  x=t  c1)f(H)e itHh eAi 1=2kB(L2(R2)) = O(t 1=2+)
holds. (2.3.15) and (2.3.18) are also the direct consequence of these estimates. The latter
estimate implies that
kF(b  x=t  ec1)f(H)e itHhb  xi 1=2kB(L2(R2)) = O(t 1=2+)
holds for ec1 < jj = jEj=B, where b = =jj. Here we used the fact that h eAi1=2f(H)hb 
xi 1=2 is bounded.
Now we will show Theorem 2.1.3. Since the proof is quite similar to that in the case
of two-body scattering without external electromagnetic elds, we sketch it: We put
" = jj=10 = jEj=(10B) and b = =jj. Since jc(t)  tj  2jEj=(j!jB) as mentioned in
x2.3.1, we see that b  t=t = jj = 10" and
b  c(t)=t  jj   2jEj=(j!jBt)  9" (2.3.19)
for t  20=j!j, which is important for understanding the behavior of the charged particle.
Here we note that besides (V 2), the short-range condition V l = 0 is assumed in Theo-
rem 2.1.3. As is well known, one has only to prove the existence of
s  lim
t!1
eitH0e itHPc(H); (2.3.20)
where Pc(H) is the spectral projection onto the continuous spectral subspace L
2
c(H) of
the Hamiltonian H. To this end, we will show the existence of
s  lim
t!1
eitH0f(H)e itH (2.3.21)
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for any real-valued f 2 C10 (R n pp(H)). By virtue of (2.3.18), we have
s  lim
t!1
eitH0F"(b  x=t  8")f(H)e itH = 0: (2.3.22)
Taking account of that 1 F"(bx=t  8") may be written as F"(bx=t  7") by denition,
we have only to prove the existence of
s  lim
t!1
eitH0F"(b  x=t  7")f(H)e itH : (2.3.23)
To this end, by taking f1 2 C10 (R) such that f1(s)f(s) = f(s), we will show the existence
of
s  lim
t!1
eitH0f1(H0)F"(b  x=t  7")f(H)e itH : (2.3.24)
Here we used that
f1(H0)F"(b  x=t  7")  F"(b  x=t  7")f1(H) = O(t 1) +O(t s;0)
holds, by virtue of D(H) = D(H0) = D((D  m)2) \D(  k). Since
DH0(F"(b  x=t  7")) = t 1( b  x=t+ b D=m)F 0"(b  x=t  7")
+ it 2F 00" (b  x=t  7")=(2m);
and suppF 0"(s  7")  [7"; 8"], one can obtain
j(DH0(F"(b  x=t  7"))f(H)e itH ; f1(H0)e itH0)L2(R2)j
 C1t 1kF"(6"  b  x=t  9"))f(H)e itH kL2(R2)
 kF"(6"  b  x=t  9"))f1(H0)e itH0kL2(R2)
+ C2t
 2kf(H) kL2(R2)kf1(H0)kL2(R2):
(2.3.25)
Here we used [b D;F"(6"  b  x=t  9")] = O(t 1) and
[f2(H0); F"(6"  b  x=t  9")]b D = O(t 1);
where f2 2 C10 (R) such that f2(s)f1(s) = f1(s). By using (2.3.25), Proposition 2.3.6 and
V s(x)F"(b  x=t  7") = O(t s;0) (2.3.26)
with s;0 > 1, the existence of (2.3.24) can be shown. This yields the asymptotic com-
pleteness of W+ as mentioned above.
In dealing with the long-range case, one needs the propagation estimates for e itH
analogous to Proposition 2.3.1, which is much stronger than Proposition 2.3.6. As seen
in x2.3.1, one of the keys in the proof of Theorem 2.1.2 is that  in Proposition 2.3.1 can
be taken as 0 <  < l  1. Unfortunately such sharp estimates have not been obtained
for e itH yet.
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Chapter 3
Quantum scattering in a periodically
pulsed magnetic eld
We see that the charged particle which moves in R2 is bound by a constant magnetic
eld B = (0; 0; B) with B 6= 0. On the other hand, when the magnetic elds depend on
time, what happens?
Putting a time-dependent magnetic eld B(t) = (0; 0; B(t)), the free Hamiltonian for this
system acting on L2(R2) is given by
H0(t) =
1
2m
(p  qA(t; x))2; A(t; x) = B(t)
2
( x2; x1):
The case B(t) = B(t + T ), the scattering theory for this system was rst considered
by Korotyaev [Ko2]．Korotyaev proposed the following representation of the propagator
U0(t; s) generated by H0(t):
U0(t; 0) = e
 ia(t)x2=2eib(t)Leic(t)Ae id(t)H1 ; H1 =
1
2m
(p2 + x2):
Here L = x1p2 x2p1 is the third component of the angular momentum and A = (x p+p 
x)=2 is the generator of dilations. a(t), b(t), c(t) and d(t) satisfy the following dierential
equations: 8>>><>>>:
_b(t) = qB(t)=(2m)
_c(t) = a(t)=m
_d(t) = e2c(t)
_a(t) = a(t)2=m  _d(t)2=m+ (qB(t)=2)2
:
Hence U0(t; 0) can be written as
U0(t; 0) = e
 ia(t)x2=2ei
R t
0 (qB()=(2m))dLei(log (
_d(t)))A=2e i
R t
0
_d()dH1 :
Noting that
d(t) = 2 _c(t)e2c(t) = 2a(t) _d(t)=m
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hold, we have the following Riccati equation
_(t) =
1
m
(t)2 +
1
m

qB(t)
2
2
; (t) = a(t) + i _d(t):
Putting
(t) =  m _(t)=(t);
we have the following Hill equation:
00(t) +

qB(t)
2m
2
(t) = 0:
The behavior of the solutions (t) of the Hill equation are classied into the following
three types:
1 supt j(t)j <1: the charged particle is bound．
2 j(t)j = O(jtj): (like) linear uniform motion．
3 j(t)j = O(eCjtj), with some C > 0: the charged particle is accelerated.
Let 1(t) and 2(t) be real-valued linearly independent solutions of the Hill equation.
Putting
(t) = 1(t) + i2(t); (t) =  m
_(t)
(t)
;
a(t) and _d(t) can be written as
a(t) =  m
2
 
_1(t) + i _2(t)
1(t) + i2(t)
+
_1(t)  i _2(t)
1(t)  i2(t)
!
=  m1(t)
_1(t) + 2(t) _2(t)
1(t)2 + 2(t)2
_d(t) =
 m
2i
 
_1(t) + i _2(t)
1(t) + i2(t)
 
_1(t)  i _2(t)
1(t)  i2(t)
!
=  m1(t)
_2(t)  2(t) _1(t)
1(t)2 + 2(t)2
:
Since 
ei log (
_d(t))A=2'

(x) =
q
_d(t)'(
q
_d(t)x);
one can expect that the charged particle moves away from the origin of orderO(1=
q
_d(t)) =
O(j(t)j). Here we used
1(t) _2(t)  2(t) _1(t)  1(0) _2(0)  2(0) _1(0);
because
d
dt

1(t) _2(t)  2(t) _1(t)

= 1(t) 2(t)  2(t) 1(t) = 0:
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Korotyaev studied the scattering theory when the case where (t) is written as
(t) = t1(t) + 2(t) or (t) = e
t1(t) + e
 t2(t);  > 0
only, where 1 and 2 are periodic functions with period T . For instance, if (t) =
et1(t) + e
 t2(t), we see that
O
0@ 1q
_d(t)
1A = O  ejtj :
In this chapter, we consider a periodically pulsed magnetic eld B(t), and construct the
scattering theory without using an implicit assumption on B(t) as in Korotyaev [Ko2]
(see Adachi-Kawamoto [AK2]).
3.1 Pulsed magnetic eld
We consider a quantum system of a charged particle moving in the plane R2 in the
presence of a periodically pulsed magnetic eld B(t) which is perpendicular to the plane.
We suppose that B(t) = (0; 0; B(t)) 2 R3 is given by
B(t) =
(
B; t 2 [n2ZIB;n =: IB;
0; t 2 [n2ZI0;n =: I0:
IB;n = [nT; nT + TB); I0;n = [nT + TB; (n+ 1)T );
where B > 0 and 0 < TB < T . T is the period of B(t). Then the free Hamiltonian under
consideration is dened by
H0(t) = (p  qA(t; x))2=(2m)
acting on L2(R2), where m > 0, q 2 Rnf0g, x = (x1; x2) and p = (p1; p2) =  i(@1; @2) are
the mass, the charge, the position and the momentum of the charged particle, respectively,
and
A(t; x) = ( B(t)x2=2; B(t)x1=2)
=
(
( Bx2=2; Bx1=2) = A(x); t 2 IB;
(0; 0); t 2 I0;
is the vector potential in the symmetric gauge. Then H0(t) is represented as
H0(t) =
(
HB0 ; t 2 IB;
H00 ; t 2 I0;
(3.1.1)
where the Landau Hamiltonian HB0 and the free Schrodinger operator H
0
0 are given by
HB0 = D
2=(2m); H00 = p
2=(2m):
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D is the momentum of the charged particle in the presence of the constant magnetic eld
B = (0; 0; B), which is given by
D = (D1; D2) = (p1 + qBx2=2; p2   qBx1=2) = p  qA(x)
Let U0(t; s) be the propagator generated by H0(t) (in the sense of Theorem 2 of Huang
[Hu]). By (3.1.1) and the self-adjointness of HB0 and H
0
0 , U0(t; 0) is represented as
U0(t; 0) =
(
e i(t nT )H
B
0 (U0(T; 0))
n; t 2 IB;n;
e i(t (nT+TB))H
0
0e iTBH
B
0 (U0(T; 0))
n; t 2 I0;n;
with n 2 Z, where
U0(T; 0) = e
 iT0H00e iTBH
B
0 ; T0 = T   TB:
is the Floquet operator associated withH0(t), U0(T; 0)
0 = Id, and U0(T; 0)
n = (U0(T; 0)
) n
when  n 2 N. Put
! =
qB
m
; ! =
!
2
; ! =
!
4
:
j!j is the Larmor frequency of the charged particle in the presence of the constant magnetic
eld B, as mentioned in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Taking account of e i(2=j!j)H
B
0 =  Id,
we always assume
0 < j!jTB < 2 (3.1.2)
for the sake of simplicity.
We rst watch the spectral properties of the Floquet operator U0(T; 0). To this end, we
introduce
L =

L11 L12
L21 L22

=

cos(!TB)  !T0 sin (!TB) !T0 cos(!TB) + sin(!TB)
  sin(!TB) cos(!TB)

; (3.1.3)
Since the characteristic equation of L is
2   (L11 + L22)+ 1 = 0 (3.1.4)
by
detL = L11L22   L12L21 = 1; trL = L11 + L22; (3.1.5)
the eigenvalues  of L are given as
 := 0 
p
D=4; 0 := (L11 + L22)=2; D=4 = 
2
0   1: (3.1.6)
Here we note that
+ +   = L11 + L22; +  = 1: (3.1.7)
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Since ! sin (!TB) = j!j sin (j!jTB) > 0 by 0 < j!jTB <  (see (3.1.2)), L21 6= 0 and
0 = cos (j!jTB)  j!jT0 sin (j!jTB)=2 < cos (j!jTB)
hold. Here we used cos (!TB) = cos (j!jTB). In particular, D=4 > 0 is equivalent to
0 <  1; while, D=4 = 0 is equivalent to 0 =  1. Thus the condition D=4 > 0 can be
also written as
T0 >
2(1 + cos (j!jTB))
j!j sin (j!jTB) =
2 cos (j!jTB=2)
j!j sin (j!jTB=2) =
1
j!j tan(j!jTB)
: (3.1.8)
Then the following theorem can be obtained:
Theorem 3.1.1. Suppose (3.1.2).
(1) When D=4 > 0,
lim
n!1
j j nkm!xU0(nT; 0)'kL2(R2)2 = 1p
D
kf(L11   +)m!x+ L12pg'kL2(R2)2
lim
n! 1
j+j nkm!xU0(nT; 0)'kL2(R2)2 = 1p
D
kf(L11    )m!x+ L12pg'kL2(R2)2
lim
n!1
j j nkpU0(nT; 0)'kL2(R2)2 = 1p
D
kfL21m!x+ (L22   +)pg'kL2(R2)2
lim
n! 1
j j nkpU0(nT; 0)'kL2(R2)2 = 1p
D
kfL21m!x+ (L22    )pg'kL2(R2)2
hold for ' 2 S (R2).
(2) When D=4 = 0,
lim
n!1
jnj 1km!xU0(nT; 0)'kL2(R2)2 = kf(L11   0)m!x+ L12pg'kL2(R2)2
lim
n!1
jnj 1kpU0(nT; 0)'kL2(R2)2 = kfL21m!x+ (L22   0)pg'kL2(R2)2
hold for ' 2 S (R2).
(3) When D=4  0, one has
sup
t2R
kxU0(t; 0)'kL2(R2)2 =1; sup
t2R
kpU0(t; 0)'kL2(R2)2 =1
for 0 6= ' 2 S (R2); while, when D=4 < 0, one has
sup
t2R
kxU0(t; 0)'kL2(R2)2 <1; sup
t2R
kpU0(t; 0)'kL2(R2)2 <1:
Corollary 3.1.2. Suppose (3.1.2). When D=4 < 0, U0(T; 0) has a pure point spectrum,
that is,
L2(R2) = L2pp(U0(T; 0));
where L2pp(U0(T; 0)) is the pure point spectral subspace associated with U0(T; 0).
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In this chapter, we will watch the case where D=4 > 0. In this case, the charged
particle is accelerated by B(t) under a certain additional assumptions, as will be seen
later. Thus one can consider some scattering problem for this situation. In this chapter,
we treat the problem of the asymptotic completeness. In our analysis, we also need the
following condition on L:
L11 6= 0; L12 6= 0 (3.1.9)
Taking j!jT 0 2 (0; =2) as
cos (j!jT 0) = 1p
1 + (!T0)2
; sin (j!jT 0) = j!jT0p
1 + (!T0)2
;
we have
L11 =
p
1 + (!T0)2 cos (!(TB + T 0)); L12 =
p
1 + (!T0)2 sin (!(TB + T 0))
L11L12 =

1 + (!T0)
2
	
sin (!(TB + T 0))=2:
Hence, (3.1.9) can be written as
j!j(TB + T 0) =2 N: (3.1.10)
Now we will state the assumption on the time-independent potential V :
(V ) V is a real-valued continuous function on R
2 satisfying the decaying condition
jV (x)j  C hxi 
with  > 0, where hxi = p1 + x2.
Here we introduce the time-periodic Hamiltonian H(t) given by
H(t) := H0(t) + V;
and the propagator U(t; s) generated by H(t). H(t) is represented as
H(t) =
(
HB = HB0 + V; t 2 IB
H0 = H00 + V; t 2 I0:
We note that under the condition (V ) for some  > 0, H
B and H0 are self-adjoint on
D(HB0 ) and D(H
0
0 ), respectively. U(t; 0) is represented as
U(t; 0) =
(
e i(t nT )H
B
U(T; 0)n; t 2 IB;n;
e i(t (nT+TB)H
0)e iTBH
B
U(T; 0)n; t 2 I0;n;
with n 2 Z, where
U(T; 0) = e iT0H
0
e iTBH
B
is the Floquet operator associated with H(t). The main result of this chapter is as follows:
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Theorem 3.1.3. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10) and
T0 <  tan(j!jTB)j!j =
tan(j!jTB)
j!j(tan2(j!jTB)  1)
: (3.1.11)
Assume that V satises the condition (V ) for some  > 0. Then the wave operators
W = s  lim
t!1
U(t; 0)U0(t; 0)
exist, and are asymptotically complete:
Ran(W) = L2ac(U(T; 0)): (3.1.12)
Here L2ac(U(T; 0)) is the absolutely continuous spectral subspace associated with U(T; 0).
As mentioned above, the condition (3.1.8) is equivalent to the condition D=4 > 0. The
condition (3.1.11) is a sucient condition for the existence of the wave operatorsW (see
x3.6). Here we note that the condition for satisfying both (3.1.8) and (3.1.11) is
tan (j!jTB) > 1; or, equivalently, j!jTB > :
Under the conditions (3.1.8) and (3.1.11), it can be expected that the classical orbit of
the charged particle is like a logarithmic spiral (see x3.3).
In the proof of Theorem 3.1.3, we need the absolute continuity of the Floquet Hamiltonian
K0 associated with H0(t): Put K = L2(T;L2(R2)), where T = R=(TZ), and introduce
a family of unitary operators fU0()g2R on K as
(U0()f)(t) = U0(t; t  )f(t  ); f 2 K :
Then fU0()g2R forms a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group on K . By
virtue of the Stone theorem, one can write U0() = e iK0 with a certain self-adjoint
operator K0 on K . K0 is called the Floquet Hamiltonian associated with H0(t). As will
be seen in x3.4 and x3.5, when D=4 > 0, we have obtained the absolute continuity of
K0; while, when D=4 = 0, we introduce the Floquet Hamiltonian K associated with H(t)
similarly, and obtain the result of the existence and the asymptotic completeness of
W  = s  lim
!1
eiKe iK0
(see Theorem 3.5.6), by utilizing the abstract stationary scattering theory. Then, by
virtue of the Howland-Yajima method, one can also obtain the asymptotic completeness
of W by showing the existence of W. This is an outline of the proof of Theorem 3.1.3
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
We rst put
D(t) = U(t; 0)DU0(t; 0); k(t) = U(t; 0)kU0(t; 0)
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for the sake of brevity. Where D and k are same as in Chapter 2. By virtue of (2.1.3)
and (2.3.3), we have that for all t 2 [0; TB),
D1(t)
D2(t)

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)

D1
D2

;

k1(t)
k2(t)

=

k1
k2

:
We also put
y(t) = U0(t; 0)
m!xU0(t; 0); p(t) = U0(t; 0)pU0(t; 0)
for the sake of brevity. Here we note m! = qB=2. Then we have
y1(t) = (k2(t) D2(t))=2 = (k2 + sin (!t)D1   cos (!t)D2)=2
=
n
(1 + cos (!t))y1(0) + sin (!t)y2(0)
+ sin (!t)p1(0) + (1  cos (!t))p2(0)
o
=2
= cos (!t)
n
cos (!t)y1(0) + sin (!t)y2(0)
o
+ sin (!t)
n
cos (!t)p1(0) + sin (!t)p2(0)
o
for t 2 [0; TB). Similarly, we obtain
y2(t) = cos (!t)
n
  sin (!t)y1(0) + cos (!t)y2(0)
o
+ sin (!t)
n
  sin (!t)p1(0) + cos (!t)p2(0)
o
p1(t) =   sin (!t)
n
cos (!t)y1(0) + sin (!t)y2(0)
o
+ cos (!t)
n
cos (!t)p1(0) + sin (!t)p2(0)
o
p2(t) =   sin (!t)
n
  sin (!t)y1(0) + cos (!t)y2(0)
o
+ cos (!t)
n
  sin (!t)p1(0) + cos (!t)p2(0)
o
for t 2 [0; TB). Using the operator bR() in (2.1.17), we obtain the formula
y(t)T
p(t)T

=

cos (!t) sin (!t)
  sin (!t) cos (!t)
 
( bR( !t)y(0))T
( bR( !t)p(0))T
!
for t 2 [0; TB).
Now we suppose n 2 Z. For t 2 IB;n,
y(t)T
p(t)T

=

cos (!tn) sin (!tn)
  sin (!tn) cos (!tn)
 
( bR( !tn)y(nT ))T
( bR( !tn)p(nT ))T
!
(3.2.1)
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holds, where tn = t  nT 2 [0; TB). On the other hand, for t 2 I0;n,
y(t)T
p(t)T

=

1 !t0;n
0 1

cos (!TB) sin (!TB)
  sin (!TB) cos (!TB)
 
( bR( !TB)y(nT ))T
( bR( !TB)p(nT ))T
!
(3.2.2)
holds by
eitH
0
0xe itH
0
0 = x+
tp
m
; eitH
0
0pe itH
0
0 = p
and (3.2.1), where t0;n = t  (nT +TB) 2 [0; T0). By virtue of (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), one can
see easily that if
y(') := sup
n2Z
ky(nT )'kL2(R2)2 <1; p(') := sup
n2Z
kp(nT )'kL2(R2)2 <1
then
y(') := sup
n2R
ky(nT )'kL2(R2)2 <1; p(') := sup
t2R
kp(t)'kL2(R2)2 <1 ;
while, if y(') = 1 or p(') = 1 holds, then both y(') = 1 and p(') = 1 holds, by
virtue of (3.2.2). Hence we have only to study about the niteness of y(') and p('). By
(3.2.1), we have 
y((n+ 1)T )T
p((n+ 1)T )T

= L
 
( bR( !TB)y(nT ))T
( bR( !TB)p(nT ))T
!
:
Hence L is given by (3.1.3). Putting
ey(nT ) = bR(n!TB)y(nT ); ep(nT ) = bR(n!TB)p(nT ); (3.2.3)
(3.2.3) can be written as  ey((n+ 1)T )Tep((n+ 1)T )T

= L
 ey(nT )Tep(nT )T

;
which yields  ey(nT )Tep(nT )T

= Ln

(m!x)T
pT

:
Thus we have only to compute Ln with n 2 Z. (cf. Adachi-Okada [AO]). The character-
istic equation of L is given by (3.1.4), and the eigenvalues  of L are given by (3.1.6).
Case1. D=4 6= 0:
Noting L21 6= 0, + 6=  , and that (L22   ; L21)T is an eigenvector belonging to the
eigenvalues  of L, respectively, we put
P =

L22   + L22    
 L21  L21

:
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Then L can be diagonalized by P :
P 1LP =

+ 0
0  

:
By straightforward calculation, we obtain
Ln =
1
1

L11n   n 1 L12n
L21n L22n   n 1

(3.2.4)
for n 2 Z, where
n := 
n
+   n :
Here we used
(L11 + L22)n = (+ +  )n = n+1 + n 1 (3.2.5)
and (3.1.5).
Case2. D=4 = 0:
By assumption, 0 =  1 and L21 6= 0 hold. We rst note that (L22   0; L21)T is an
eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue 0 of L. Now we put
P =

L22   0 1
 L21 0

Then one can obtain the upper triangular matrix P 1LP :
P 1LP =

0  1
0 0

:
By straightforward calculation, we obtain
Ln =

L11n
n 1
0   (n  1)n 20 L12nn 10
L21n
n 1
0 L22n
n 1
0   (n  1)n 20

for n 2 Z with 0 =  1.
Now one can compute y(') and p('). We sketch the computation:
Case I. D=4 < 0:
jnj = j2i Imn+j  2 holds for any n 2 Z, because + =   and j+j = j j = 1. Thus
one can see easily that y(') <1 and p(') <1.
Case II. D=4 > 0:
As mentioned in x3.1.1, 0 <  1 holds. Since   < 0 <  1 <  1  = + < 0, one has
lim
n!1
 n  n =  1; lim
n!1
 n  n 1 =   1  =  +;
lim
n! 1
 n+ n = 1; lim
n! 1
 n+ n 1 = 
 1
+ =  :
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Combining this with (3.2.4), we have
lim
n!1
j j nkey(nT )k2L2(R2) = 1p
D
kf(L11   +)m!x+ L12pg'kL2(R2)2
=
1p
D
jL11   +j
(m!x+ eL12;+p)'
L2(R2)2
lim
n!1
j j nkep(nT )k2L2(R2) = 1p
D
kfL21m!x+ (L22   +)pg'kL2(R2)2
=
1p
D
jL21j
(m!x+ eL12;+p)'
L2(R2)2
lim
n! 1
j+j nkey(nT )kL2(R2)2 = 1p
D
kf(L11    )m!x+ L12pg'kL2(R2)2
=
1p
D
jL11    j
(m!x+ eL12; p)'
L2(R2)2
lim
n! 1
j+j nkep(nT )kL2(R2)2 = 1p
D
kfL21m!x+ (L22    )pg'kL2(R2)2
=
1p
D
jL21j
(m!x+ eL12; p)'
L2(R2)2
with 1 =
p
D. Here
L12
L11   + =
L22   +
L21
=: eL12;+; L12
L11     =
L22    
L21
=: eL12; :
These imply y(') =1 and p(') =1 for 0 6= ' 2 S (R2).
Case III. D=4 = 0:
We rst note that jn0 j = 1 holds for any n 2 Z. Taking account of L11   0 =
 !T0 sin (!TB)=2 < 0 by (3.1.2), we have
lim
n!1
jnj 1 key(nT )'kL2(R2)2 = kf(L11   0)m!x+ L12pg'kL2(R2)2
= jL11   0j
(m!x+ eL12;0p)'
L2(R2)2
lim
n!1
jnj 1 kep(nT )'kL2(R2)2 = kfL21m!x+ (L22   0)pg'kL2(R2)2
= jL21j
(m!x+ eL12;0p)'
L2(R2)2
:
Here
L12
L11   0 =
L22   0
L21
=: eL12;0:
These imply y(') =1 and p(') =1 for 0 6= ' 2 S (R2).
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 is completed.
3.3 Integral kernel of U0(t; 0)
In this section, we would like to nd the integral kernel eS0(t;x; y) of U0(t; 0). Since
the argument in this and the next sections is also quite similar to the one in [AO]. For
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the sake of simplicity, here we assume L11L12L21L22 6= 0, which is slightly stronger than
(3.1.10).
3.3.1 eS0(t;x; y) for t 2 [0; T )
We rst consider the case where t 2 IB;0. Then eS0(t;x; y) is just the integral kernel
SB0 (t; x; y) of e
 itHB0 , which is given by
SB0 (t;x; y) =
m!
2i sin(!t)
e iyqA(x)eim!(x y)
2=(2 tan(!t));
when sin (!t) cos (!t) 6= 0 (see e.g. Avron-Herbst-Simon [AHS1]). Here we introduce
S00(t; x) =
m
2it
eimx
2=(2t):
It is well known that the integral kernel of e itH
0
0 is given by S00(t;x y). By using this S00 ,
we will give a representation of SB0 (t;x; y): We rst note that when sin (!t) cos (!t) 6= 0,
  y  qA(x) +m!(x  y)2=(2 tan (!t))
= m

(x+ 2 tan (!t)A(x)=B   y)2   tan2(!t)x2	 =(2 tan (!t)=!)
= m

(x  (y   2 tan (!t)A(y)=B))2   tan2(!t)y2	 =(2 tan (!t)=!)
holds. Here we used m! = qB=2, y A(x) =  x A(y), x A(x) = 0 and y A(y) = 0. We
also note that
(x+ 2 tan (!t)A(x)=B)T =

x1   tan (!t)x2
x2 + tan (!t)x1

=
1
cos (!t)

cos (!t)   sin (!t)
sin (!t) cos (!t)

x1
x2

:
SB0 (t; x; y) can be written as follows:
SB0 (t; x; y) =
1
cos (!t)
e im! tan (!t)x
2=2S00
 
tan (!t)
!
;
bR(!t)x
cos (!t)
  y
!
=
1
cos (!t)
e im! tan (!t)y
2=2S00
 
tan (!t)
!
;x 
bR( !t)y
cos (!t)
!
:
We next consider the case where t 2 I0;0. Then eS0(t;x; y) is just the integral kernel
of e i(t TB)H
0
0e iTBH
B
0 . By taking account of that S00(t + s;x; y) is the integral kernel of
e i(t+s)H
0
0 = e itH
0
0e isH
0
0 , one can obtain
eS0(t;x; y) = 1
cos (!TB)
e im! tan (!TB)y
2=2
 S00
 
t  TB + tan (!TB)
!
; x 
bR( !TB)y
cos (!TB)
!
:
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Combining these, we obtain the following representation of eS0(t;x; y) for t 2 [0; T ) =
IB;0 [ I0;0:
eS0(t;x; y) = m!
2ic0(t)0(t)
eim!x
2=(20(t)) (3.3.1)
 e im!( bR(0(t))x)y=(c0(t)0(t))eim!0(t)y2=(20(t)) (3.3.2)
with
0(t) =
(
tan(!t) (t 2 [0; TB))
!(t  TB) + tan(!TB) (t 2 [TB; T ]);
c0(t) =
(
cos(!t) (t 2 [0; TB))
cos(!TB) (t 2 [TB; T ]);
0(t) =
(
!t (t 2 [0; TB))
!TB (t 2 [TB; T ]);
0(t) =
(
1 (t 2 [0; TB))
1  !(t  TB) tan (!TB) (t 2 [TB; T ]):
:
Here we used x  ( bR( !TB)y) = ( bR(!TB)x)  y.
3.3.2 eS0(nT ; x; y) for n 2 N
By virtue of (3.3.1), the integral kernel eS0(T ; x; y) of the Floquet operator U0(T; 0) is
given by
eS0(T ;x; y) = m!
2ic11
eim!x
2=(21)e im!(
bR(1)x)y=(c11)eim!1y2=(21)
with
1 = 0(T ) =
L12
L22
; c1 = c0(T ) = L22;
1 = 0(T ) = !TB; 1 = 0(T ) =
L11
L22
:
Then one can nd the following representation of the integral kernel eS0(nT ;x; y) of
U0(nT; 0) with n 2 N:
eS0(nT ;x; y) = m!
2icnn
eim!x
2=(2n)e im!(
bR(n)x)y=(cnn)eim!ny2=(2n): (3.3.3)
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In fact, by using
eS0(T ; x; y) = 1
c11
eim!(1 1=(c
2
11))x
2=(21)S00
 
1=1
!
;
bR(1)x
c11
  y
!
=
1
c1
eim!(1 1=c
2
1)y
2=(21)S00
 
1
!
; x 
bR( 1)y
c1
!
; (3.3.4)
eS0(nT ; x; y) = 1
cn
eim!(n 1=c
2
n)y
2=(2n)S00
 
n
!
; x 
bR( n)y
cn
!
;
we have
eS0((n+ 1)T ; x; y) = 1
c11cn
eim!f1 1=(c211)gx2=(21)eim!fn 1=c2ngy2=(2n)
 S00
 
1=1 + n
!
;
bR(1)x
c11
 
bR( n)y
cn
!
(3.3.5)
in the same way as above. By equating the coecients of x2, ( bR()x)  y and y2 in the
exponents of the exponential functions in (3.3.5), the recurrence relations
1
n+1
=

1  1
c211

1
1
+
1
(c1)2(1=1 + n)
(3.3.6)
1
cn+1n+1
=
1
c11cn(1=1 + n)
(3.3.7)
n+1
n+1
=

n   1
c2n

1
n
+
1
c2n(1= + n)
(3.3.8)
n+1 = 1 + n: (3.3.9)
can be obtained. Obviously, we have
n = n1 = n!TB:
Now we solve these relations. Firstly, we think about n. Since
1
n+1
=
L12L21
L11L12
+
1
L211n + L11L12
=
L21(L11n + L12) + 1
L11(L11n + L12)
=
L11L21n + L11L22
L11(L11n + L12)
=
L21n + L22
L11n + L12
by c11 = L11, c11 = L12 and c
2
11   1 = L12L21, (3.3.6) can be written as
n+1 =
L21n + L22
L21n + L12
:
We will solve these recurrence relations in two dierent cases: where D=4 6= 0 and D=4 =
0.
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Case 1. D=4 6= 0:
Putting
 =
L22   
 L21 =
L11   
L21
by (3.1.7),  are the roots of the equation
 =
L11+ L12
L21+ L22
:
Since
n+1    = (L11L22   L12L21)(n   )
(L21 + L22)(L21n + L22)
=
n   
(L21n + L22)
(3.3.10)
by (3.1.5) and L21 + L22 = , we have
n+1   +
n+1     =
 
+
 n   +
n     ;
which yields
n =
+(1    )n 1+    (1   +)n 1 
(1    )n 1+   (1   +)n 1 
=
L12n
L22n   n 1 : (3.3.11)
Here we used
1    = L12
L22
  L11   
L21
=
L22   1
L21L22
(1   ) = (L11   )(L22   1)
L221L22
=
L12
L21L22
by (3.1.5) and (3.1.7). Then, by (3.3.6), (3.3.7) and (3.3.11), we have
cn
cn+1
= L11

1
n+1
  L21
L11

n+1 = L11   L21n+1 = L11   L12L21n+1
L22n+1   n
=
n+1   L11n
L22n+1   n =
L22n   n 1
L22n+1   n :
Here we used (3.1.7) and (3.2.5). This yields
cn = c1
n 1Y
k=1
ck+1
ck
=
L22n   n 1p
D
(3.3.12)
with c1 = L22 and 1 =
p
D. We nally consider (3.3.8). Here we note that
n+1
n+1
  n
n
=
1
c2n

1
L12=L11 + n
  1
n

=   L12=L11
c2nn(L12=L11 + n)
=   L12
cnn(L12cn + L11cnn)
=   D
L12n+1n
=   1
L12

n
n+1
  n 1
n

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holds by
cnn =
L12np
D
;
L12cn + L11cnn = L12

L22n   n 1p
D
+
L11np
D

=
L12n+1p
D
;
n
n+1
  n 1
n
=
2n   n+1n 1
n+1n
=
(+    )2
n+1n
=
D
n+1n
:
Thus we have
n
n
=
1
L12

 n 1
n
+ L11

=
L11n   n 1
L12n
which yields
n =
L11n   n 1
L22n   n 1 : (3.3.13)
Case 2. D=4 = 0:
Putting
0 =
L22   0
 L21 = !T0=2;
one can obtain
n+1   0 = n   0
0(L21n + L22)
in the same way as in the case where D=4 6= 0, which yields
1
n+1   0 =
0(L210 + L22)
n   0 + 0L21
=
1
n   0 + 0L21;
where we used L210 + L22 = 0 and 
2
0 = 1. Therefore we obtain
n = 0 +
1   0
1 + (n  1)0L21(1   0) =
1 + (n  1)0L210(1   0)
1 + (n  1)0L21(1   0) ;
which can written as
n =
nL12
nL22   (n  1)0 : (3.3.14)
Here we used 20 = 1 and
1 =
L12
L22
; 1   0 = L220   1
L21L22
; 0(1   0) = L120
L21L22
:
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Then we have
cn
cn+1
= L11   L21n+1 = (n+ 1)(L11L22   L12L21)  n0L11
(n+ 1)L22   n0
=
n+ 1  n(220   0L22)
(n+ 1)L22   n0 =
0fnL22   (n  1)0g
(n+ 1)L22   n0
yields
cn = 
n 1
0 fnL22   (n  1)0g (3.3.15)
by 20 = 1 and c1 = L22. Here we note that
n+1
n+1
  n
n
=   L12
cnn(L12cn + L11cnn)
=   0
L12(n+ 1)n
=
0
L12

1
n+ 1
  1
n

holds by 20 = 1 and
cnn = n
n 1
0 L12;
L12cn + L11cnn = L12
n 1
0 fn(L11 + L22)  (n  1)0g = (n+ 1)n0L12
Thus we have
n
n
=
1
L12

0

1
n
  1

+ L11

=
nL11   (n  1)0
nL12
;
which yields
n =
nL11   (n  1)0
nL22   (n  1)0 : (3.3.16)
3.3.3 eS0(nT ; x; y) for n 2 Znf0g
Even if  n 2 N, eS0(nT ;x; y) can be written as (3.3.3) with (3.3.11), (3.3.12) and
(3.3.13) when D=4 6= 0; while, with (3.3.14), (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) when D=4 = 0: SinceeS0(nT ;x; y) is equal to eS0( nT ; y; x). By equating the coecients of x2, ( bR()x)  y and
y2 in the exponents of the exponential functions in eS0(nT ;x; y) and eS0( nT ; y; x), we
have
1
n
=   n
 n
;
bR(n)
cnn
=
bR(  n)
c n n
;
n
n
=
 1
 n
:
Then one can see easily that n for  n 2 N is given by (3.3.9), and that n, cn and
n for  n 2 N are given by (3.3.11), (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) when D=4 6= 0; while, by
(3.3.14), (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) when D=4 = 0, respectively. Here we used  n =  n
when D=4 6= 0.
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3.3.4 eS0(t+ nT ;x; y) for n 2 Znf0g and t 2 [0; T )
By using (3.3.4) and
eS0(t; x; y) = 1
c0(t)0(t)
eim!f1 1=(c0(t)
20(t))gx2=(20(t))
 S00
 
0(t)=0(t)
!
;
bR(0(t))x
c0(t)0(t)
  y
!
one can obtain
eS0(t+ nT ; x; y) = m
2icn(t)n(t)
eimx
2=(2n(t)) (3.3.17)
 e im( bR(n(t)x)y=(cn(t)n(t)))eimn(t)y2=(2n(t));
where
1
n(t)
=

1  1
c0(t)20(t)

1
0(t)
+
1
(c0(t)0(t))2(0(t)=0(t) + n)
; (3.3.18)
1
cn(t)n(t)
=
1
c0(t)0(t)cn(0(t)=0(t) + n)
; (3.3.19)
n(t)
n(t)
=

n   1
c2n

1
n
+
1
c2n(0(t)=0(t) + n)
; (3.3.20)
n(t) = n(t)=!; (3.3.21)
n(t) = 0(t) + n: (3.3.22)
3.4 Local compactness property of K0
Let A be the multiplication by A 2 Lp(R2) with some p 2 [2;1]. Then we will consider
the operator A(K0 ) 1A with  2 CnR = H+[H , whereH = f 2 C j Im  > 0g.
It is well known that for  2 H+ and f 2 K , (A(K0   ) 1Af)(t) can be represented as
(A(K0   ) 1Af)(t) = i
Z 1
0
eisA(e isK0Af)(t)ds
= i
( 1X
n=1
Z T
0
ei(t+nT s)AU0(t+ nT; s)(Af)(s)ds
+
Z t
0
ei(t s)AU0(t; s)(Af)(s)ds
)
;
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while, for  2 H  and f 2 K , (A(K0   ) 1Af)(t) can be represented as
(A(K0   ) 1Af)(t) =  i
Z 0
 1
eisA(e isK0Af)(t)ds
=  i
(  1X
n= 1
Z T
0
ei(t+nT s)AU0(t+ nT; s)(Af)(s)ds
+
Z T
t
ei(t s)AU0(t; s)(Af)(s)ds
)
(see e.g. Yajima [Ya1]). In order to derive some useful properties of A(K0   ) 1A, we
rst nd the integral kernel S0(t+ nT; s;x; y) of U0(t+ nT; s) for n 2 Z and t; s 2 [0; T ):
Since the integral kernel of U0(s; 0)
 is given by
eS0(s; y; x) = 1
c0(s)0(s)
eimf1 1=(c0(s)20(s))gy2=( 20(s))
 S00
 
  0(s)
0(s)
; x 
bR(0(s))y
c0(s)0(s)
!
;
one can obtain the following integral kernel S0(t+nT; s; x; y) of U0(t+nT; s) in the same
way as in x3.3:
S0(t+ nT; s;x; y)
=
1
cn(t)n(t)
eimf1 1=(cn(t)
2n(t))gx2=(2n(t))
 1
c0(s)0(s)
eimf1 1=(c0(s)
20(s))gy2=( 20(s))
 S00
 
n(t)
n(t)
  0(s)
0(s)
;
bR(n(t))x
cn(t)n(t)
 
bR(0(s))y
c0(s)0(s)
!
:
Then, by using the method of Kato [Ka], one can obtain the estimate
kAU0(t+ nT; s)Af(s)kL2(R2) 
 
m
2jedn(t; s)j
!2=p
kAk2Lp(R2)kf(s)kL2(R2); (3.4.1)
where edn(t; s) = cn(t)n(t)c0(s)0(s) n(t)
n(t)
  0(s)
0(s)

:
When D=4 6= 0, ed(t; s) can be represented by
ed(t; s) = 1
!
p
D
n
  0(t)0(s) (L11n   n 1) + 0(t)0(s)L12n
 0(t)0(s)L21n +0(t)0(s) (L22n   n 1)
o
(3.4.2)
=
 1
L21!
p
D

n+
+(t)
 (s)  n 
 (t)
+(s)
	
;
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while, when D=4 = 0, edn(t; s) can be represented by
edn(t; s) = n 10
!
n
  0(t)0(s) (nL11   (n  1)0) + 0(t)(s)nL12
 0(t)0(s)nL21 +0(t)0(s) (nL22   (n  1)0)
o
(3.4.3)
=
 nn 10
!L21

0(t)
0(s) +
n0
!
f0(t)0(s)  0(t)0(s)g ;
where
0(t) := c0(t)0(t) =
(
sin (!t) (t 2 IB;0)
!(t  TB) cos (!TB) + sin (!TB) (t 2 I0;0);
0(t) := c0(t)0(t) =
(
cos (!t) (t 2 IB;0)
cos (!TB)  !(t  TB) sin (!TB) (t 2 I0;0);
(3.4.4)

(t) = L210(t)  (L22   )0(t); ( 2 f+; ; 0g):
Now we introduce the zero set of edn(t; )
Zn(t) :=
n
s 2 [0; T ) j edn(t; s) = 0o
for t 2 [0; T ). By virtue of (3.1.2), (3.4.2), (3.4.3) and (3.4.4), the number of the elements
of Zn(t) is at most 2.
Now we consider the case where A = F (jxj  R) with R > 0. Here F (jxj  R) stands for
the characteristic function of the set fx 2 R2 j jxj  Rg. We note A 2 Lp(R2) for any
p 2 [1;1]. Let  2 H+ and " > 0. Then we take an N" 2 N such that
1X
n=N"
e (n 1)T Im   "
2
:
Here we note that Z T
0
kAU0(t+ nT; s)Af(s)kK ds 
p
TkfkK
holds for any n 2 N, by kAkL1(R2) = 1. Similarly, for n 2 f0; :::; N"   1g, there exists a
neighborhood V "n (t)  [0; T ] of Zn(t) such thatZ
V "n (t)
kAU0(t+ nT; s)Af(s)kL2(R2) ds 
"
2N"
p
TkfkK :
Now we dene the operator J" on K by
(J"f)(t) =
N" 1X
n=1
i
Z
[0;T ]nV "n (t)
ei(t+nT s)AU0(t+ nT; s)(Af)(s)ds
+ i
Z
[0;t]nV "0 (t)
ei(t s)AU0(t; s)(Af)(s)ds;
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and put eJ" = A(K0  ) 1A J". Then, in the same way as in Mller [M], one can prove
that J" is compact on K , by virtue of the fact that AU0(t+nT; s)A is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator on L2(R2). On the other hand, as for eJ",
k( eJ"f)(t)kL2(R2)  "pTkfkK
yields
k eJ"fkK  "TkfkK :
This completes the proof of the following proposition:
Proposition 3.4.1. Suppose (3.1.2) and (3.1.10). Let  2 CnR and A = F (jxj  R)
with R > 0. Then A(K0   ) 1A is compact on K .
By virtue of the rst resolvent formula, the local compactness property of K0 is a direct
consequence of Proposition 3.4.1:
Corollary 3.4.2 (Local compactness property of K0). Suppose (3.1.2) and (3.1.10). Let
 2 CnR and A = F (jxj  R) with R > 0. Then A(K0   ) 1 is compact on K .
By virtue of Corollary 3.4.2 and the abstract RAGE theorem for time-periodic quantum
system (see e.g. Yajima-Kitada [YaKi] and Yajima [Ya3]), the following proposition can
be obtained. Since the proof is quite similar to the one of Theorem 1.3 of [AO], we omit
it.
Proposition 3.4.3. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.10) and D=4  0. Then K0 has a pure contin-
uous spectrum, that is Kc(K0) = K , where Kc(K0) is the continuous spectral subspace
associated with K0.
3.5 Limiting absorption principle for K0 and K
In this and next sections, we always assume D=4 > 0, that is, (3.1.8).
We rst show the limiting absorption principle for K0:
Theorem 3.5.1 (Limiting absorption principle for K0). Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8) and
(3.1.10). Let  > 0. Then
sup
2R;0<"<1
hxi  (K0   ( i")) 1 hxi B(K ) <1
holds.
Proof. We will watch hxi  (K0   ) 1 hxi  with  2 H+. Putting A(x) = hxi , we
see that A 2 Lp(R2) for p 2 (2=;1]. Let n 2 N [ f0g and  > 0. Suppose p satises
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maxf2; 2=g < p <1. By (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), we see that there exists a constant Cp; > 0
such that in the -neighborhood of each  2 Zn(t),
kAU0(t+ nT; s)Af(s)kL2(R2)  Cp;js  j 2=pj j 2n=pkAk2Lp(R2)kf(s)kL2(R2)
holds; while, outside of the -neighborhood of Zn(t),
kAU0(t+ nT; s)Af(s)kL2(R2)  Cp; 2=pj j 2n=pkAk2Lp(R2)kf(s)kL2(R2)
holds. Then there exists a constant eCp; > 0 such thatZ T
0
kAU0(t+ nT; s)(Af)(s)kL2(R2) ds  eCp;j j 2n=pkAk2Lp(R2)kfkK
holds for m 2 N, andZ t
0
kAU0(t; s)(Af)(s)kL2(R2)  eCp;s kAk2Lp(R2) kfkK
. Thus we have
k(A(K0   ) 1A)f(t)kL2(R2) 
1X
n=0
eCp;j j 2n=pkAk2Lp(R2)kfkK
=: Cp;kAk2Lp(R2)kfkK
by jei(t+nT s) j  1 and j j > 1. This implies
k(A(K0   ) 1A)fkK  Cp;
p
TkAk2Lp(R2)kfkK ;
which yields
kA(K0   ) 1AkB(K )  Cp;
p
TkAk2Lp(R2)
The case where  2 H  can treated with similarly. This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.5.2. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8) and (3.1.10), Then K0 has a pure absolutely
continuous spectrum, that is,
Kac(K0) = K
where Kac(K0) is the absolutely continuous spectral subspace associated with K0,
It is obvious that when D=4 > 0, Corollary 3.5.2 is stronger than Proposition 3.4.3.
Let V (x) be the potential satisfying the condition (V ) for some  > 0. Let A and B
be the multiplication by A(x) = jV (x)j1=2 and B(x) = (sgnV (x))jV (x)j1=2, respectively.
Then by virtue of Corollary 3.4.2 and the proof of Theorem 3.5.1, the following results
can be obtained by the same way as in Yajima [Ya1], so we omit the proofs:
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Lemma 3.5.3. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10), and that V satises the condition (V )
for some  > 0. Put Q0() = B(K0   ) 1A with  2 CnR = H  [H+. Then Q0() has
the following properties:
(1) Q0() is a B(K )-valued analytic function on H.
(2) For each  2 CnR, Q0() is compact on K .
(3) Q0(i") have boundary values inB(K ) as "! +0, whose convergence is uniformly
in  2 R.
Lemma 3.5.4. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10), and that V satises the condition (V )
for some  > 0. Then, for each  2 CnR,
(K   ) 1 = (K0   ) 1   (K0   ) 1A(1 +Q0()) 1B(K0   ) 1
holds.
Theorem 3.5.5 (Limiting absorption principle for K). Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10),
and that V satises the condition (V ) for some  > 0. Let  > 0. Then there exists a
closed null set  0  R such that
sup
2Rn 0;0<"<1
hxi  (K   ( i")) 1 hxi 
B(K )
<1
holds.
Then the following theorem can be obtained as a direct consequence of the abstract
stationary scattering theory (see e.g. Kato-Kuroda [KaKu]):
Theorem 3.5.6. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10), and that V satises the condition
(V ) for some  > 0. Then the strong limits
W  = s  lim
!1
eiKe iK0
exist, and are asymptotically complete:
Ran(W ) = Kac(K):
3.6 Existence and asymptotic completeness of W
At rst, we will show the existence ofW+. The existence ofW  can be shown similarly.
Let M(), D(), R() and F be unitary operators on L2(R2) given by
(M()')(x) = eimx
2=(2)'(x); (D()')(x) =
m
i
'
mx


;
(R()')(x) = '( bR()x); F [']() = 1
2
Z
R2
e ix'(x)dx;
respectively. As is well known, e itH
0
0 is represented as
e itH
0
0 =M(t)D(t)FM(t):
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Now we see that U0(t+ nT; 0) for n 2 Z and t 2 [0; T ) can be also represented as
U0(t+ nT; 0) = R(n(t))M(n(t))D(cn(t)n(t))FM(n(t)=n(t))
by virtue of (3.3.17). Here we used ( bR(n(t))x)2 = x2. Since
lim
n!1
n(t)
n(t)
=
L12
!(L11    1  )
=: b1
by (3.3.11), (3.3.12), (3.3.13) and (3.3.20), we obtain the following lemma in the same
way as in the proof of Theorem IX. 31 of Reed-Simon [RS]:
Lemma 3.6.1. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8) and (3.1.10). Put
bU0(t+ nT ) = R(n(t))M(n(t))D(cn(t)n(t))FM(b1)
for n 2 N [ f0g and t 2 [0; T ). Let ' 2 S (R2). Then there exists a constant C' > 0
such that
kU0(t+ nT; 0)'  bU0(t+ nT )'kL2(R2)  C'j j 2n
holds for n 2 N [ f0g.
Proof. We have only to estimate kM(n(t)=n(t))'  M(b1)'kL2(R2), by virtue of the
unitarity of R(n(t))M(n(t))D(cn(t)n(t))F . Noting
kM(n(t)=n(t))' M(b1)'kL2(R2)  mj!j2
n(t)n(t)   L11   
 1
 
L12
 kx2'kL2(R2);n(t)n(t)   nn
 =   0(t)=0(t)c2nn(0(t)=0(t) + n)
  C1j j 2n;nn   L11   
 1
 
L12
 = (L11n   n 1)  (L11n    1  n)L12n
  C2j j 2n
by (3.3.11), (3.3.12), (3.3.13) and (3.3.20), we have
kM(n(t)=n(t))' M(b1)'kL2(R2)  mj!j2 (C1 + C2)j j 2nkx2'kL2(R2);
which yields the lemma.
Lemma 3.6.2. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10), (3.1.11)and that V satises the condi-
tion (V ) for some  > 0. Let ' 2 S (R2) be such that F [M(b1)'] 2 C10 (R2nf0g).
Then there exists a constant C 0' > 0 such that
kV bU0(t+ nT )'kL2(R2)  C 0'j j n; t 2 [0; T )
holds for n 2 N [ f0g.
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Proof. By assumption, one can obtain an estimate
kV bU0(t+ nT )'kL2(R2)  C3jcn(t)n(t)j :
By (3.3.11), (3.3.12), (3.3.13), (3.3.19) and (3.4.4), we have
cn(t)n(t) =
1
!
(cn0(t) + cnn0(t)) =
n
!
p
D
0(t) +
n+
!
0(t);
0(t) := (    L11)0(t) + L120(t):
Here we used 1 =
p
D and L22    1  =     L11. If 0(t) has no zero in [0; T ), then it
can be seen easily that there exist a constant C4 > 0 such that
jcn(t)n(t)j  C4j jn; t 2 [0; T );
holds for suciently large n 2 N, which yields the lemma immediately. We will show
that under the condition (3.1.11), 0(t) has no zero in [0; T ):
By straightforward calculation, we have
0(0) =
1 + cos2(!TB)  20 cos(!TB)
sin(!TB)
; 0(TB) =
  (cos(!TB)  +)2
sin(!TB)
;
0(t) =
 (cos(!TB)  +) f!(t  TB) sin (!TB)  (cos (!TB)  +)g
sin(!TB)
for t 2 I0;0. Hence, for the sake of guaranteeing that 0(t) has no zero in [0; T ), we have
only to require the conditions
1 + cos2(!TB)  20 cos(!TB) > 0; (3.6.1)
  (cos(!TB)  +) = 0   (cos (!TB) 
p
D=4) > 0; (3.6.2)
by taking account of    > 0 and ! sin (!TB) > 0. Since cos (!TB) < + < 0 by (3.6.2),
(3.6.1) can be written as
0 >
1 + cos2(!TB)
2 cos (!TB)
; (3.6.3)
which is equivalent to (3.1.11). Since
cos (!TB) 
p
D=4  1 + cos
2(!TB)
2 cos(!TB)
=
(cos (!TB) +  )(cos (!TB)  +)
2 cos (!TB)
< 0
by cos (!TB) < 0, cos (!TB) +   < 0 and (3.6.2), we see that the condition (3.6.3) is
stronger than the condition (3.6.2). Here we used D=4 = 20   1. This completes the
proof.
By virtue of these two lemma, one can obtain the following corollary:
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Corollary 3.6.3. Suppose (3.1.2), (3.1.8), (3.1.10), (3.1.11), and that V satises the
condition (V ) for some  > 0. Let ' 2 S (R2) be such that F [M(b1)'] 2 C10 (R2nf0g).
Then there exists a constant C 00' > 0 such that
kV U0(t+ nT; 0)'kL2(R2)  C 00'j j nminf2;g; t 2 [0; T );
holds for n 2 N [ f0g.
By virtue of this corollary, one can show easily the existence of W+' for ' 2 S (R2)
be such that F [M(b1)'] 2 C10 (R2nf0g), by using the Cook-Kuroda method, because
d
dt
(U(t+ nT; 0)U0(t+ nT; 0)') = iU(t+ nT; 0)V U0(t+ nT; 0)'
for n 2 N [ f0g and t 2 (0; TB) [ (TB; T ), and
1X
n=1
j j nminf2;g <1
by j j > 1. Hence, the density argument yields the existence of W+.
Now by following the argument of Yajima [Ya1], which is the most important part of the
so-called Howland-Yajima method, one can prove the asymptotic completeness of W:
Let V and V0 be unitary operators on K dened by
(V f)(t) = U(t; 0)f(t); (V0f)(t) = U0(t; 0)f(t)
for f 2 K . Let cU and cW  be the multiplication operators by the Floquet operator
U(T; 0) and the wave operators W on K , respectively. Then we have
e iTK = V cU V ; W  = V cW V 0 ;
which yield
Kac(K) = Kac(e
 iTK) = V Kac(cU ) = V L2(T;L2ac(U(T; 0)));
Ran(W ) = V Ran(cW ) = V L2(T; Ran(W)):
By virtue of Theorem 3.5.6, we obtain (3.1.12), which just the asymptotic completeness
of W. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.3.
3.7 Open problems
In the way of Theorem 3.5.1, we have used the condition that
1X
n=1
jnj N=p <1 (3.7.1)
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for N = 2 (N stands for the space dimension). Here
jnj 
(
C1jnj D=4 = 0
C2j jn D=4 > 0
:
In the case where D=4 = 0, (3.6.1) cannot be realized generally, because p has to satisfy
p  2. Korotyaev [Ko2] considered the case where D=4 = 0 with N = 3, then (3.7.1)
may be realized, and he proved the limiting absorption principle (L.A.P) in this case.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a charged particle can move away from the origin in the
x3 direction. Similarly, one expects that the L.A.P can be obtained in the case where
N = 2 and D=4 = 0. Unfortunately, this problem has not been solved yet.
The second problem is concerned with the determination of the natural class of the short-
range potentials in the case where D=4 > 0. One expects that V should be called short-
range if V satises the decaying condition
jV (x)j  C (log (1 + jxj)) s
with some s > 1 (cf. [BCHM]). Unfortunately, for such a V , our method does not work
well, in general.
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